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About the Climate Leadership Initiative and the Social Capital Project
CLI is a social science-based global climate change research, education and
technical assistance organization. CLI is jointly supported and administered by
8LI6IWSYVGI-RRSZEXMSR+VSYTERMRHITIRHIRX G  RSRTVS½XERHXLI
Institute for a Sustainable Environment at the University of Oregon.
CLI’s Social Capital Project seeks to engage the public in addressing global
warming by building the capacity of climate leaders to communicate effectively
and develop outreach strategies that overcome barriers to behavior change.
Comments on the guide as well as additional information on best practices
are welcome and encouraged. Please contact Cara Pike, director of CLI’s
Social Capital Project, at cara@thesocialcapitalproject.org.
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preface

PREFACE

A

XMXWLIEVXKPSFEP[EVQMRKMWEGSKRMXMZIERHFILEZMSVGLERKIGLEPPIRKI Public support
for taking action to address global warming is declining just as it is needed most to
implement emission reductions and climate preparedness programs and push for new
policies. Even if new climate policies are enacted, in the short term they are unlikely to stabilize
emissions due to their long ramp-up periods and many challenges involved with implementation.
This is particularly concerning given recent evidence that indicates global warming is ocurring more
quickly than originally projected. Carbon dioxide and other heat-trapping gas emissions must be
dramatically reduced as soon as possible.
To address global warming there must be a shift in thinking and behavior that motivates people and
organizations to engage in emissions reductions and climate preparedness activities and support
new policies. Mounting evidence shows that this shift is not only possible, but an important part of
a national strategy. Even simple actions taken at the household and organizational levels can rapidly
ERHWMKRM½GERXP]VIHYGIGEVFSRIQMWWMSRW1 Making these changes would buy time and build public
support for new policies that could spur greater reductions.
-RSVHIVXSQSXMZEXITISTPIXSEPXIVXLIMVZMI[WERHFILEZMSVWVIPEXIHXSKPSFEP[EVQMRK
PIEHIVW[MXLMREPPPIZIPWSJKSZIVRQIRXXLITVMZEXIWIGXSVRSRTVS½XWERHGSQQYRMXMIWQYWX
become aware of and utilize the fundamentals of effective climate communications, outreach,
ERHFILEZMSVEPGLERKIQIGLERMWQW
To address this need, the Social Capital Project of the Climate Leadership Initiative has developed
this guidebook, which draws on extensive global warming, behavior change and communications
research completed by our organization and others as well as from practitioner expertise. The
guide distills this information into tools and recommendations that climate leaders can easily apply.
It includes talking points that have been tested with the public as well as quotes from focus group
TEVXMGMTERXWXLEXVI¾IGXXLIEXXMXYHIWSJQER]%QIVMGERWEFSYXKPSFEP[EVQMRK
The guide is organized into two sections:
 4EVX3RI8LI6SPISJ8IRWMSR)J½GEG]ERH&IRI½XWMRXLI+PSFEP;EVQMRK'SRZIVWEXMSR
This section illustrates the challenges with existing climate communication efforts and
provides tips on how to frame and deliver outreach efforts in a way that motivates changes
in thinking and behavior.
 4EVX8[S9RHIVWXERHMRKERH'SRRIGXMRK[MXL%YHMIRGIW
This section offers detailed advice and tips on how to frame global warming communications
and promote behavior change in ways that resonate with a range of audience segments.

1 Dietz, T., Gardner, G. T., et al. (2009). “Household actions can provide a behavioral wedge to rapidly reduce U.S. carbon emissions.”
4VSGIIHMRKWSJXLI2EXMSREP%GEHIQ]SJ7GMIRGIW
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INTRODUCTION
Addressing global warming calls for changes
in beliefs, assumptions and thinking about the
environment, economy and our well-being.

I

f you close your eyes and think about global warming, it is hard to picture. We can’t see carbon
dioxide and other heat-trapping gases building up in the atmosphere. Carbon comes from
endless sources, not just the obvious places that come to mind when we think about pollution
such as smoke stacks. We hear the term global warming yet there are freak snowstorms and
record low temperatures in places not expected. How can we get our head around a problem that
we can’t see, touch or feel yet involves major risks to life on Earth as we know it?


;,%8%1)6-'%27%6)7%=-2+
±=SYVIEPP]GER´XTYXEJEGISRMXERH[LIR]SYWE]³KPSFEP´MX´WPMOISLQ]KSWLMX´WEPP
SZIVXLI[SVPH0MXXPISPHQIMWRSXKSMRKXSLEZIER]FMKIJJIGXSRXLEX²

Dealing with risk is something people do all the time. People’s perception of risk is not just based
SRJEGXYEPHEXEFYXSRXLIMVZEPYIWERH[SVPHZMI[W%WEVIWYPXXLI[E]WMR[LMGLVMWOWEVIJVEQIH
ERHLS[TISTPI[MXLMRSYVWSGMEPRIX[SVOWVIWSRHXSXLSWIJVEQIWKVIEXP]MR¾YIRGIXLIHIGMWMSR
to act. Framing is not simply messaging; it is a conceptual exercise that involves tying ideas together
into a comprehensive picture that makes it easier for people to organize information and sort
out its relevance to their lives. When it comes to global warming, framing requires fundamentally
rethinking how we live and the resources necessary to power those lifestyles.
This is no small task. %XTVIWIRXSYVWSGMIX]MW
operating within what can be called a 8EOI1EOI
;EWXI economic system. We take resources from
the earth, use them to power our economy and
convert them to goods and services for our use.
Massive amounts of often toxic waste—including
carbon emissions—are then dumped back into the
same resource base we rely on for our sustenance
without considering the negative consequences for
the overall system. The Take-Make-Waste system
made sense when it emerged at the dawn of
the industrial revolution because resources were
plentiful and there were few people. Today, however,
the rapid speed of global warming and related
economic and social consequences make clear that
a new economic model driven by thinking about the
links between the environment, economy and social
wellbeing is needed.
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To change beliefs, assumptions and thoughts
related to the environment, economy
and our well-being, a number of common
blunders must be overcome.
1 'SR½VQEXMSR Most people look
&MEW
for evidence that
GSR½VQWI\MWXMRK
beliefs and tend to
reject contradictory
information.
2 1MWTPEGIH
It is easy to assume
'SR½HIRGI
the future will be
similar to the past,
QEOMRKMXHMJ½GYPXXS
identify mistakes and
alter behavior when
conditions change.
3 ;MWLJYP
We tend to believe
8LMROMRK
favorable outcomes
are more likely
to happen than
undesirable ones.
4 &IPMIJ
Many choose to
Polarization
associate only with
people who share
their views.

introduction

Common Sustainable Thinking Blunders

We now need to move to what can be called a
&SVVS[9WI6ITPIRMWLeconomic model. In this
system, raw materials are extracted from the
Earth, those materials are converted into energy,
goods and services for human use and the byproducts of this system are either returned to
the economy for future use or returned back
to nature as nutrients for further use without
degrading the structure and functions of the
climate or natural environment. The closed-loop
Borrow-Use-Replenish model should not be
seen as a major departure from our current
economic system. To the contrary, it is already
emerging because it is the next logical step in
thinking that incorporates social and ecological
well-being into our core assumptions and beliefs.
In addition to re-envisioning our economic
model, we also need to re-evaluate some of
SYV[SVPHZMI[W8LIQENSVMX]SJ%QIVMGERWQE]
accept that global warming is occurring yet they
are increasingly fatalistic about their own lives,
let alone our ability to address global warming.
Even people who already care have a hard time
imagining how they can make a dent in such
a massive global challenge and they question
governments’ ability to do the same.
To increase public support for taking action
on global warming, the public’s role in creating
change must be reframed by tapping into
people’s basic need to feel that their lives have
meaning. Successful public engagement in global
warming requires connecting people to one
another through a shared sense of purpose.

7

PART ONE: The Role of
7HQVLRQ(IÀFDF\DQG
%HQHÀWVLQWKH*OREDO
Warming Conversation

H

ow do changes in thinking and behavior come about? What does it take for individuals,
organizations or society to shift their practices? Despite their common use, guilt, fear,
and shame do not often motivate people to change their behavior and support effective
policies. If these tactics don’t work, what does?
The behavior of each one of us is shaped by deeply held core beliefs and assumptions about how
XLI[SVPH[SVOWERHSYVTPEGIMRMX1ER]TISTPIFIPMIZIXLEXREXYVILEWERMR½RMXIGETEGMX]XS
provide resources for humans and an unlimited capacity to absorb waste, which has helped to
deeply embed the Take-Make-Waste model in our culture. People who hold this view automatically
respond to information that appears contradictory by ignoring, denying, or challenging it and
continue doing what they are doing such as emitting carbon, even if it is self-destructive.
To help people, organizations, and societies challenge their automatic thoughts and behaviors,
outreach strategies must incorporate three fundamental elements of change. From smoking
cessation to promoting corporate sustainability, successful behavior change programs illustrate that
XLIVIQYWXFIWYJ½GMIRXXIRWMSRIJ½GEG]ERHFIRI½XWTVIWIRXXSQEOIHIITWIEXIHWLMJXW
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Step 1: Creating the Tension
Required to Motivate
People to Address Global
Warming

G

part one

eneral concern about global warming is not enough. For people, organizations or society
EWE[LSPIXSXEOIQIERMRKJYPEGXMSRXLI]QYWXJIIPWYJ½GMIRX±XIRWMSR² HMWWSRERGI 
between some deeply held goals or values and their current condition. For example,
TISTPIQYWXFIWYJ½GMIRXP][SVVMIHXLEXKPSFEP[EVQMRKXLVIEXIRWXLIMVNSFWJEQMPMIWGSQQYRMXMIW
or other things they deeply care about. Taking personal action or supporting policies to address the
issue becomes consistent with their values and helps to resolve the tension. Social Capital Project
research points to a number of cognitive challenges that block the public from feeling a sense of
tension around global warming. These challenges illustrate common pitfalls in outreach and framing
efforts.

Six Challenges in Building Tension for Action
1. The Terrarium Challenge

“

You watch those commercials (about polar bears), and I cry when I see them.
-NYWXGER´XWXERHXSWIIXLIQWMXXMRKSRXLIMVPMXXPIMGI¾SIXLEXYWIHXSFI
Greenland and now it’s two ice cubes in the middle of the ocean.

”

When most people think about the environment, they think about nature or plants and animals,
rather than the broader system we are a part of that is foundational to our existence. Most
%QIVMGERWHSR´XWIILS[GLERKIWMRXLIIRZMVSRQIRXGEREJJIGXXLIQERHEWEVIWYPXXLI]
prioritize issues with clear direct impacts, such as jobs and health care. When people think about
global warming, they think about the image of a polar bear on a shrinking iceberg, not how it will
HMWVYTXXLIPMZIWSJXLIEZIVEKI%QIVMGER

2. The Weather Challenge

“

You can’t do anything about the weather.

”

Most people focus on day-to-day changes in the weather and do not understand the relationship
between these changes and the larger climate patterns that play out over time. In addition, the
QENSVMX]SJ%QIVMGERWPEGOEFEWMGYRHIVWXERHMRKSJXLIQIGLERMWQWSJKPSFEP[EVQMRKERHEWEVIWYPX
½RHMXLEVHXSFIPMIZIXLEXLYQERWGERMQTEGXXLI[IEXLIV
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3. The Warming Challenge

“

People are talking about global
warming. It’s freezing outside.

”

For many, global warming is thought of as a slight
rise in average temperatures, rather than as a
fundamental destabilization of the Earth’s climate
system. This makes it easy to caricature global
warming and dismiss its importance. When there
are record snowfalls, for example, people have a
hard time believing in global warming.

4. The Someday Challenge

“

It’s a tough problem. We need those green jobs that they’re talking about to invent
technologies that haven’t been invented yet.

”

&IGEYWI%QIVMGERWEVIJYXYVISVMIRXIHERHSTXMQMWXMGMQEKMRKEXMQI[LIR[I[MPPLEZIGPIER
energy, electric cars, smart houses, and clean skies is not hard to do. Yet, most people don’t think
that these solutions are ready or that they can be taken to a large enough scale. While talking
about “a clean energy future” offers a positive vision of progress, positions the United States as a
world leader, and counters frames of environmentalism as anti-progress, it can also diminish a sense
of urgency about global warming. When energy solutions are associated with the future, they are
forever distant and the path to them unclear.

5. The Technology Will Save Us Challenge

“

I don’t remember exactly what it was, but they talked about putting the CO2 back
into the ground and storing it. I think they’ve started doing that in Germany.

”

)ZIRMJMXMWMRXLIJYXYVIQER]%QIVMGERWFIPMIZIXLEXI\TIVXW[MPPIZIRXYEPP]GSQIYT[MXL
technological solutions to global warming. This reduces the need for changes in behavior or
the enactment of new policies now. This is not surprising given the rapid pace of technological
HIZIPSTQIRXXLEX%QIVMGERWLEZII\TIVMIRGIHERHXLIFIRI½XWSJXLEXHIZIPSTQIRXQSWXLEZI
experienced. The problem is that this notion reduces the sense that we need to make lifestyle and
systemic changes in our culture.
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6. The Long List of Impacts Challenge
Highlighting a lot of examples of frightening global warming impacts does not increase issue
urgency. In fact, a long list of impacts can seem exaggerated or disconnected from people’s daily
lives. For some, it can be overwhelming to the point that they check out or become defensive of
XLIGYVVIRX%QIVMGERPMJIWX]PITEVXMGYPEVP]MJWSPYXMSRWJSVEHHVIWWMRKMQTEGXWEVIPIJXSYXSJXLI
conversation.

“GLOBAL WARMING” OR “CLIMATE CHANGE”?
The Need to Build Awareness of Larger Climate Impacts
;LMPI WSQI %QIVMGERW°QEMRP] WGMIRXMWXW ERH LMKLP] IHYGEXIH TISTPI°VIWTSRH
QSVIJEZSVEFP]XSXLIXIVQ±GPMQEXIGLERKI²QSWX%QIVMGERWEVIQSVIJEQMPMEV[MXL
the term “global warming.”
part one: tension

Unfortunately, neither term is ideal. “Global warming” sounds serious and something that
could be caused by human activities, yet it leads to the warming problem mentioned above.
“Climate change” is a more accurate term and is motivating for those who understand
climate systems. Yet for many others, “climate change” lacks a sense of speed or urgency,
sounding more like a natural, gradual cycle.
Communicators can take advantage of how common a term global warming has
become, but at the same time there is a need to build awareness of impacts beyond
warming.
The following terms are not common with the public, yet Social Capital Project
research shows they resonate well and help create tension around global warming:
“Rapid climate shift”
“Climate disruption”
“Climate shock”
“Climate breakdown”
“Climate failure”
More work is needed to determine which of these terms has the greatest potential to
build proper understanding of the issue.
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Creating the Tension Required to Motivate
People to Address Global Warming

T

o motivate people to alter their
thinking and behavior, global warming
must be better understood and made
more relevant to people’s lives and the things
they deeply care about. The following framing
approaches have proven effective in adding
tension to the global warming conversation.
1. Illustrate what it means for the climate to
change.
2. Leverage the idea of “too much carbon.”
3. Clarify the relationship between energy
production and consumption and global
warming.
4. Emphasize that we are facing a moment of
choice.

1. Illustrate What It Means For
the Climate to Change
Global warming provides an opportunity to
change the environmental frame from one of
protecting a separate nature to one of people
working together to improve their quality of life.
Global warming touches upon health, national
security, the economy, energy, etc. and reminds
us that we are part of and reliant on nature and
on each other.
To take advantage of this opportunity, it is
important to go beyond the idea that global
warming just involves a gradual temperature
increase and to begin to convey how our lives
are dependent on a stable climate.

Talking Points:
 +PSFEP[EVQMRKMWR´XNYWXEFSYX
temperature – it is about the ba
WMG[IEXLIVTEXXIVRWXLEXQEOI
YTSYVGPMQEXIMRGPYHMRK[MRHERH
VEMRJEPPTEXXIVRWERHWXSVQW
 8LIGPMQEXIMWXLIZIV]JSYRHEXMSR
SJSYVPMZIW-XMWPMOIXLIKVSYRH
under our feet, and if the climate
WLMJXWMXMWPMOIXLIKVSYRHWLMJXMRK
[MXLZIV]HVEQEXMGGSRWIUYIRGIW
 )ZIV]EWTIGXSJSYVPMZIWHITIRHW
SREWXEFPIGPMQEXI*SVI\EQTPI
we count on water supplies that
SRP]I\MWXMREGIVXEMROMRHSJGPM
QEXI3YVEKVMGYPXYVIHITIRHWSR
TEVXMGYPEVVERKIWSJXIQTIVEXYVI
and rainfall and we build near the
WLSVII\TIGXMRKWIEPIZIPWXSWXE]
XLIWEQI
 ;IEXLIVTEXXIVRWEJJIGXNYWX
EFSYXIZIV]XLMRKMRSYVPMZIW¯
XLIGETEGMX]XSKVS[XLIJSSH[I
IEXXLIOMRHWSJMRJIGXMSYWHMW
eases and pests that can thrive in
SYVVIKMSRERHEJJIGXSYVLIEPXL
XLIEFMPMX]XSOIITSYVLSQIW
and families safe from extreme
[IEXLIVIXG
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While there are a number of greenhouse gases
contributing to global warming, carbon dioxide
MWXLIQSWXMQTSVXERXWMRKPIGSRXVMFYXSV%WE
result, start the awareness building process with
the simple idea that “humans are putting too
much carbon into the atmosphere/air.” Using
“too much carbon” allows people to get a
handle on the (deeply counterintuitive) idea of
global warming and provides a conceptual link
to most climate policies.

tip

Use Simple Terms such as:
±'EVFSR3ZIVPSEH²VIJIVWXSXLI
I\GIWWSJGEVFSRFIMRKTYXMRXSXLI
EXQSWTLIVI SVSXLIV±GSRXEMRIVW²
WYGLEWJSVIWXWXSTWSMPSVSGIER 
±'EVFSR0SEH²VIJIVWXSXLI
amount of carbon stored in the
EXQSWTLIVI SVSXLIV±GSRXEMRIV² 

Talking Points:
 +PSFEP[EVQMRKLETTIRW[LIR
we overload the atmosphere
[MXLGEVFSR;I´VITYXXMRKXSS
QYGLGEVFSR[LIVIMXHSIWR´X
FIPSRK
 7MQTP]TYX[I´VITYXXMRKXSSQYGL
GEVFSRMRXSXLIEXQSWTLIVIF]
FYVRMRKJSWWMPJYIPWWYGLEWGSEPJSV
IRIVK]8LIKSSHRI[WMWXLEX[I
can deal with our carbon problem
[MXLWSPYXMSRWXLEXI\MWXXSHE]

tip

The idea of “too much carbon” can be a building
block for creating a deeper understanding of
the carbon cycle and easily integrates with
another fundamental concept—the idea that
global warming happens because heat is being
trapped by a layer of carbon. This idea can be
conveyed through an analogy with a thickening
±FPEROIX²°EXIVQMQEKIYWIHMRXLI½VWX
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) report that has become more common
over time.

Talking Point:
 As we continue to put carbon in
XLIEMV F]FYVRMRKJSWWMPJYIPW [I
EVIGVIEXMRKEXLMGOIRMRKPE]IVMRXLI
EXQSWTLIVIXLEXMWXVETTMRKMRLIEX
EVSYRHXLIKPSFI

tip

9WI±XSSQYGLGEVFSR²ERHXLI
MHIESJGEVFSRQEREKIQIRXXSVI
GVYMXFYHKIXXLMROMRK

By giving global warming a sense of mass or
[IMKLXXLITLVEWI±XSSQYGLGEVFSR²UYERXM½IW
the problem and shifts it from something that
is unmanagable to something that can be
counted and reduced. This works well because
the human brain is wired to economize. The
power of budget-making is clear in a wide
variety of contexts, for example in the success
(and effectiveness) of the Weight Watchers
program.

tip

,MKLWGLSSPWXYHIRXWMR'SLEWWIX1%WLS[XLIWM^I
of one ton of carbon dioxide
www.energyrace.com

&YMPHSR±XSSQYGLGEVFSR²XS
XIEGLSXLIVKPSFEP[EVQMRKFEWMGW

part one: tension

2. Leverage the Idea of “Too
Much Carbon”

Focus the conversation on the
VIHYGXMSRSJGEVFSR

By clarifying that the problem is one of “too
much carbon,” then the solution is to deal
with excess carbon, by reducing or capturing
emissions, versus being distracted by pseudosolutions or by thinking there is nothing that can
be done. “Too much carbon” also challenges
the dominant Take-Make-Waste frame that
positions carbon as an inevitable by-product of
our economic system, rather than something
that can and should be managed.
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tip

9WI±XSSQYGLGEVFSR²XSGSRRIGX
KPSFEP[EVQMRKXSJSVIWXWERH
SGIERW

When we give global warming a sense of
weightiness, people can begin to understand
that overloading the oceans with carbon
damages marine life, and that forests store
carbon and should be preserved for that reason.

3. Convey the link
between energy and global
warming
Not everyone naturally makes the mental leap
between global warming and energy production
ERHGSRWYQTXMSR1ER]%QIVMGERWHSRSXORS[
how energy is produced and do not associate
their energy use with having an environmental
impact.
1EOIXLIGSRRIGXMSRWFIX[IIR
IRIVK]GEVFSRERHKPSFEP[EVQMRK
so that the issue is not confused
[MXLKIRIVEPMHIEWEFSYXTSPPYXMSR

Talking Point:

tip

 &YVRMRKGEVFSRFEWIHJYIPWMWR´XNYWX
GEYWMRKKPSFEP[EVQMRK8LIGEVFSR
XLEXJEPPWFEGOHS[RMRXSXLISGIER
QEOIWXLI[EXIVQSVIEGMHMG,MKLIV
EGMHMX]HEQEKIWER]XLMRK[MXLEWLIPP
¯JVSQXMR]SVKERMWQWXLEXEVIFEWMG
to the food chain to more familiar
GVIEXYVIWWYGLEWWLIPP½WLERHGSVEP

Talking Point:
 &YVRMRKJSWWMPJYIPWMW[LEXTYXW
carbon into the atmosphere—
[LIXLIVMX´WJSVJYIPJSVSYVGEVWSV
XSOIITXLIPMKLXWSR*SVI\EQTPI
QSWXSJSYVIPIGXVMGMX]GSQIWJVSQ
FYVRMRKGSEP

tip

tip

'PEVMJ][LEXMWQIERXF]±GPIER
IRIVK]²ERHLS[EKMZIRETTVSEGL
EHHVIWWIWKPSFEP[EVQMRK%ZSMH
JY^^]XIVQWWYGLEW±KVIIRIRIVK]²
ERH±WYWXEMREFPIIRIVK]²FIGEYWI
XLI]JEMPXSGSRZI]XLIX]TISJ
WSPYXMSRWXLEXEVIRIIHIH9WI
XIVQWWYGLEW±GEVFSRJVII²XSLIPT
GPEVMJ][LEXMWQIERXF]GPIERSV
KVIIRIRIVK]
8EOIEHZERXEKISJLS[TISTPI
associate renewable energy
[MXLWSPEV[MRHERHKISXLIVQEP
WSYVGIW&IWYVIXSIQTLEWM^I
the successful use of renewable
IRIVK]XIGLRSPSKMIWWSTYFPMG
perceptions that these alternatives
EVIRSX]IXVIEH]XSFITYXXSYWI
GERFISZIVGSQI;LIRMXGSQIW
to biofuelsGPEVMJ]LS[XLI]EVI
TVSHYGIH MHIEPP]JVSQEKVMGYPXYVEP
[EWXISVYWIHZIKIXEFPISMPVEXLIV
XLERGSVRFEWIHIXLERSP 
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1SWX%QIVMGERWXLMROYWMRKPIWW
IRIVK]MWEKSSHMHIE-PPYWXVEXI
the opportunities associated with
IRIVK]IJ½GMIRG]EWE[E]
XSSZIVGSQIXLIXIVQ´WPEGOSJ
TS[IVERHYVKIRG]*SVI\EQTPI
SJJIVGSRGVIXII\EQTPIWSJTSPMG]
GLERKIXSTVSQSXIIJ½GMIRG]WYGL
EWWXVIRKXLIRMRKIRIVK]GSHIWJSV
RI[FYMPHMRKWIRLERGMRKIRIVK]
IJ½GMIRG]WXERHEVHWJSVETTPMERGIW
SVTVSZMHMRKXE\MRGIRXMZIWJSV
homes and businesses that use
IRIVK]QSVIIJ½GMIRXP]

Talking Points:
 ;IRIIHXSYWIIRIVK]QSVIIJ½GMIRXP]
WSXLEX[IFYVRPIWWGSEPSMPERHKEW
 &YMPHMRKQSVIIRIVK]IJ½GMIRXLSYWIW
FYMPHMRKWERHETTPMERGIW[MPPVIHYGI
GSWXWKIX%QIVMGERWFEGOXS[SVOERH
EHHVIWWKPSFEP[EVQMRKEXXLIWEQI
XMQI

4. Emphasize That We Are At a
Crossroads
1ER]%QIVMGERWGEVIEFSYXKPSFEP[EVQMRKFYX
believe that addressing it can wait compared
to job creation and economic recovery.
Conversations about global warming should be
framed in a way that emphasizes the need to
take concrete, immediate steps.

tip

Focus on the need for immediate
EGXMSRVEXLIVXLERIQTLEWM^MRK
EJYXYVIXVERWJSVQEXMSR*SV
I\EQTPIEGPIERIRIVK]JYXYVIQE]
WSYRHZMWMSREV]ERHQSXMZEXMRKFYX
RSXRIGIWWEVMP]YVKIRX

Talking Points:
 %WQER]PIEHIVWLEZIWEMHXLIXMQI
JSVEVKYMRKERHHIPE]MRKMWTEWX;I
are at a crossroads, with a choice
FIX[IIRVIWTSRWMFP]EHHVIWWMRKXLI
TVSFPIQRS[SVHIEPMRK[MXLWIZIVI
GSRWIUYIRGIWPEXIV
 +PSFEP[EVQMRKMWERYVKIRX
TVSFPIQPMOIXIVQMXIWIEXMRKE[E]EX
XLIJSYRHEXMSRSJ]SYVLSYWI-J]SY
MKRSVIXLITVSFPIQXLIVIWYPX[MPP
FIWIVMSYWWXVYGXYVEPHEQEKI

part one: tension

tip

 7LMJXMRKE[E]JVSQXLIGEVFSR
FEWIHJSWWMPJYIPWXLEXGEYWIKPSFEP
[EVQMRK[MPPGVIEXIKSSHRI[NSFW
JSVQMPPMSRWSJ%QIVMGERW8LI97
GERIMXLIVPIEHERHXEOIEHZERXEKI
of this shift, or miss the boat as
SXLIVGSYRXVMIWEGXQSVIW[MJXP]*SV
I\EQTPI'LMREMW[SVOMRKLEVHXS
FIXLI[SVPH´WPIEHIVMRIPIGXVMGGEVW
]IX[IGSRXMRYIXSPEKFILMRH

Conveying the idea of being at a crossroads
is more effective than outreach that simply
urges people to act. By emphasizing a moment
of choice, we are in a position of being
accountable for not acting. Rather than coasting
along, we are jolted out of default mode so that
inaction becomes irresponsible, shortsighted,
and not prudent.

tip

-PPYWXVEXILS[MKRSVMRKKPSFEP
[EVQMRK[MPPPIXXLITVSFPIQKIX
[SVWIPIEHMRKXSQSVIHEQEKI
ERHGSWXWSZIVXMQI8EPOEFSYX
LS[XEOMRKWQEVXERHVIWTSRWMFPI
steps now is the common sense
ETTVSEGL
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6WHS%XLOGLQJ(IÀFDF\IRU
Addressing Global Warming

W

LMPIIWWIRXMEPXIRWMSREPSRIMWMRWYJ½GMIRXXSQSXMZEXITISTPIXSEPXIVXLIMVXLMROMRKSV
behavior around global warming and in fact can actually produce the opposite effect
of denial and disinterest. The second key to change is that people must believe that
they personally, and society at large, have the know-how, skills and tools to address the problem
ERHVIHYGIXLIXIRWMSR1SWX%QIVMGERWHSRSXLEZIEGPIEVWIRWISJLS[XSXEGOPIKPSFEP[EVQMRK
or that the actions that they have been asked to support will work.
To motivate people to engage in activities that can reduce global warming, climate leaders must
FYMPHTISTPI´WWIRWISJIJ½GEG]&YMPHMRKIJ½GEG]MRZSPZIWGSQQYRMGEXMRKVIEP[SVPHI\EQTPIWSJ
actions and policies that are successfully reducing carbon emissions. Climate leaders must also show
how individuals can make a difference and that taking action will help people live according to their
values.
7SGMEP'ETMXEP4VSNIGXVIWIEVGLERHTVEGXMXMSRIVI\TIVMIRGILEZILIPTIHMHIRXMJ]½ZIQEMRVIEWSRW
[L]XLITYFPMGHSIWRSXLEZIEWIRWISJIJ½GEG]EVSYRHKPSFEP[EVQMRK8EOMRKIJJSVXWXSGPSWI
XLIWIKETWMRGSR½HIRGIMWIWWIRXMEPWSXLEXTISTPI[LSGEVIEFSYXKPSFEP[EVQMRKHSRSX
become overwhelmed by the issue.

)LYH&KDOOHQJHVLQ%XLOGLQJ(IÀFDF\
1. The Kitchen Sink Environmentalism Challenge

“

I believe we are all working on it: you with your recycling; me with not using
pesticides; you with community planning. We are all doing something because
that all affects global warming.

”

When global warming becomes about everything, it becomes about nothing and people don’t
know what to think about it or what solutions to support. The issue becomes murky and falls
into the general category of pollution, which is the default for all bad environmental impacts. If
pollution is the problem, than the solution is to clean it up, rather than focusing on reducing carbon
emissions. Concepts such as “clean coal” can sound appealing and lead to confusion about what
should be done.

2. The Leaders Are Taking Care of It Challenge

“

Surely lots of scientists and technical types, who can actually make a difference,
are working on this issue.

”

)ZIRMJTISTPILEZIEGGITXIHXLIIRSVQMX]SJXLITVSFPIQSJKPSFEP[EVQMRKMXMWSJXIRHMJ½GYPX
to see what individuals can do to address it and even incongruous that they’re being asked to
HIEP[MXLMX;LMPIQER]%QIVMGERWHSRSXXVYWXMRKSZIVRQIRXXSHSXLIVMKLXXLMRKXLIVIMW
nonetheless a deeply held conviction that the government and other experts should be the ones
acting to address threats of this scale. When the public do not perceive leaders to be acting, then
it is an indication that the problem is not as serious or urgent to address as some say, or that
solutions are just not available.
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3. The Little Things Make a Difference Challenge

“

I’m just a little person that does a little bit. If a lot of people did a little bit, then it
would add up.

”

Individual behavior change is a critical component of addressing global warming. Yet at the same time,
if not done well, emphasizing changes in people’s daily lives can distract from the need for collective
action through policy change and community efforts. People either think that they are doing their
part by changing light bulbs and stop there or they feel that taking these steps are meaningless given
the scale of the challenge. Making the connections between smaller actions and broader changes is
critical as well as emphasizing the need for collective action.

4. The Perfection Challenge

“

)ZIRXLIWIGSQTEGX¾YSVIWGIRXPMKLX
bulbs that we’re using today that we’re
saying are so wonderful, they have a
certain amount of mercury in them. They
have a certain amount of bad chemicals
and the phosphors that allow the
¾YSVIWGIRXPMKLXWXS[SVO
part one: efficacy

”

%QIVMGERW[LSJSPPS[SVEVIEGXMZIP]MRZSPZIHMR
environmental issues can become paralyzed by
their knowledge and thus apt to criticize proposed
solutions for not being green enough. While a certain
amount of skepticism can be a good thing, it can also
lead to a reluctance to embrace any solution that is
not “perfect,” thus leaving them and everyone else
stuck in the status quo.

5. The Environmental Overload Challenge
Green is now a buzzword being used by everyone to sell everything. The public is getting competing
ERHWSQIXMQIWGSR¾MGXMRKMRJSVQEXMSREFSYXXLIIRZMVSRQIRXJVSQFYWMRIWWKSZIVRQIRXERH
RSRTVS½XW1SWXHSR´XORS[[LSQXSXVYWXSVLS[XSWSVXSYXIRZMVSRQIRXEPGPEMQW;LIRMX
comes to prioritizing environmental issues, people may think that global warming is the most
pressing issue but they are not sure.
%WEVIWYPXSJXLMWSZIVPSEHTISTPIHSR´X[ERXERSXLIVPMWXSJXLIXIRXLMRKWXLEXXLI]GERHSXS
TVSXIGXXLIIRZMVSRQIRXSVWXSTKPSFEP[EVQMRK1SWX%QIVMGERWGEVIFYXEVITVIWWIHJSVXMQIERH
money. They want to know the one or two things they can do that will make the biggest difference.
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%XLOGLQJD6HQVHRI(IÀFDF\

T

he challenge of global warming must be part of the narrative on global warming. However,
the challenge needs to be matched with hope for a better life and explicit examples of
WYGGIWWJYPEGXMSRWXLEXGERFIXEOIR'PMQEXIPIEHIVWQYWXFYMPHGSR½HIRGIMRXLIEFMPMX]SJ
people, organizations and the nation as a whole to reduce global warming and enhance their faith
that new practices and policies will make a difference. They need to help the public visualize speGM½GXERKMFPIWXVMHIWXS[EVH½\MRKXLITVSFPIQERHQETSYXGSRGVIXIEGXMSRWWXITWXLEXGERERH
need to be taken.

)RXUZD\VWREXLOGDVHQVHRIHIÀFDF\DURXQGRXU
ability to address global warming
1. Connect Global
Warming to Other
Priority Issues
Connect global warming to concerns that people
already have, rather than asking people to care
about yet another issue,

tip

Provide people with a sense that
there are actionable solutions to
EHHVIWWKPSFEP[EVQMRKERHGPIEVP]
illustrate the roles individuals can
TPE]IZIR[LIRXLI±EWO²MRGPYHIW
TSPMG]GLERKI

2. Avoid Pollution as a
Leading Idea
While a familiar term, using pollution to describe
the cause of global warming does not help
people make the connection between carbonbased energy use and other causes of global
warming. Other ideas, such as the role of “too
QYGLGEVFSR²WLSYPHFIIWXEFPMWLIH½VWX

tip

Refer to “the carbon pollution that
GEYWIWKPSFEP[EVQMRK²[LMGL½PPWMR
XLIQMWWMRKMRJSVQEXMSRXLEX[IEVI
HIEPMRK[MXLETVSFPIQSJXSSQYGL
GEVFSRMRXLIEXQSWTLIVI

8EPOMRK4SMRXW
 ;ILEZIXSGSRRIGXXLIHSXW
between our own lives and the
climate that surrounds and supports
SYVUYEPMX]SJPMJI%RHXLEXWXEVXW
F]GSRRIGXMRKXLI[SVOIEGLSJYW
MWEPVIEH]HSMRK[MXLXLIMWWYIXLEX
PMROWYWEPPKPSFEP[EVQMRK
 )EXMRKJSSHKVS[RPSGEPP]GYXW
down on fossil fuels used for
XVERWTSVXEXMSRERHLIPTWFVMRKHS[R
our overall carbon emissions that
GVIEXIKPSFEP[EVQMRK7S[LIXLIV
]SYPSZIKEVHIRMRKGSSOMRKSV
IEXMRKXLIVIMWEPSXXLEX]SYGERHS
IZIV]HE]XLEXGERQEOIEHMJJIVIRGI
 ;IEPPGEVIEFSYXMQTVSZMRKSYV
communities, cities, states and
REXMSR;MXLWQEVXIVHIGMWMSRW
about development, we can cut
HS[RSRPSRKHMWXERGIGSQQYXIW
save fuel and cut the carbon
emissions that surround the earth
and trap in heat that leads to
HMWVYTXMSRWMRXLIGPMQEXI[IVIP]
YTSR;MXLIRSYKLTVIWWYVIJVSQ
GMXM^IRW[IGERFVMRKGEVFSRJVII
IRIVK]WYGLEWWSPEVERH[MRH
TS[IVVMKLXLIVI
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8EPOMRK4SMRX

8EPOMRK4SMRX

 Carbon dioxide and other pollutants
GSPPIGXMRXLIEXQSWTLIVIPMOIE
XLMGOIRMRKFPEROIXXVETTMRKXLIWYR´W
LIEXERHGEYWMRKXLITPERIXXS[EVQ
YT

 ;IRIIHXSIRGSYVEKIQSVIGMXMIW
and states to adopt policies that
PMQMXWYFYVFERWTVE[P4VSQSXMRK
±WQEVXKVS[XL²[MPPPMQMXPSRK
GSQQYXIWERHHVEQEXMGEPP]VIHYGI
XLIYWISJGEVFSRFEWIHJYIPWXLEX
PIEHXSKPSFEP[EVQMRK

tip

1EOIXLIPMROFIX[IIRWTIGM½G
STTSVXYRMXMIWERHLS[XLI]
[MPPEHHVIWWKPSFEP[EVQMRK
WYGLEWTYXXMRKMRRI[IPIGXVMGEP
XVERWQMWWMSRPMRIW,MKLPMKLXWYGGIWW
WXSVMIWF]MRHMZMHYEPWLSYWILSPHW
KSZIVRQIRXTVMZEXIGSQTERMIWERH
RSRTVS½XW

CASE STUDY

3. Focus on Solutions
Make solutions tangible rather than leaving
them as an afterthought. While some
solutions require particular framing strategies
to be successful, there are several general
communications practices that apply to all
climate solutions.

tip

Illustrate how ideas help solve
XLITVSFPIQF]YWMRKWMQTPI
I\TPEREXMSRWXLEXLIPTTISTPIQEOI
XLIGSRRIGXMSRW

part one: efficacy

“Ontario, Cali
fornia has on
EZIVEKISZIV
HE]WSJ
sunshine and
thousands
upon thou
WERHWSJWUYEVI
JIIXSJIQTX]VSSJWTEGI%QMWWIH
STTSVXYRMX]#;IXLSYKLXWS;MXLWYT
TSVXERHMRGIRXMZIWTVSZMHIHF]WXEXI
JIHIVEPKSZIVRQIRXERHSYVIPIGXVMG
YXMPMX][IFYMPXEOMPS[EXXWSPEVEV
VE]XLIWM^ISJEJSSXFEPP½IPHEXSYV
HMWXVMFYXMSRGIRXIV*VSQXS
 SYV½VWXJYPP]IEV XLIWSPEVEV
VE]LEWGYXSYVIRIVK]GSWXWERHIQMW
WMSRWJVSQSYVJEGMPMX]F] ² - The
Timberland Company, 2009 Report
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tip

1EOIXLIRIIHJSVGSPPIGXMZI
EGXMSRETTEVIRXERHLMKLPMKLXXLI
importance of citizen action in
OIITMRKKSZIVRQIRXEGGSYRXEFPI

tip

Lower the bar for “collective
EGXMSR²WSXLEXTISTPIGERFIKMRXS
KIXIRKEKIHERHMHIRXMJ]XLIQWIPZIW
[MXLXLIMWWYI

8EPOMRK4SMRX

8EPOMRK4SMRX

 ;IRIIHXSEHHVIWWKPSFEP[EVQMRK
XSKIXLIV(VMZMRKPIWWLIPTWFYX
LMKLJYIPIJ½GMIRG]WXERHEVHWEVI
IZIRQSVIMQTSVXERX8YVRMRKSJJ
XLIPMKLXWMWEKSSHXLMRKXSHSFYX
[IEPWSRIIHQSVIGEVFSRJVII
IPIGXVMGMX]WSYVGIWWYGLEWWSPEVERH
[MRHTS[IV

 There is a lot that each of us can do
XSLIPT[LIXLIVXLEXQIERWPIEVRMRK
QSVIEFSYXXLIMWWYIXEPOMRK[MXL
SXLIVWGLERKMRKSYVS[RIRIVK]
YWISVQEOMRKWYVIXLEXIPIGXIH
SJ½GMEPWORS[LS[[IJIIP

tip

1EOIMXGPIEVXLEXKSZIVRQIRX
RIIHWXSTPE]ETVSEGXMZIVSPI
VEXLIVXLER[EMXMRKJSVXLI
QEVOIXSVRI[XIGLRSPSKMIWXS
WSPZIXLITVSFPIQW

8EPOMRK4SMRX
 &YWMRIWWPIEHIVWEVIPSSOMRKXS
KSZIVRQIRXXSWIXRI[WXERHEVHW
ERHMRZIWXMRGEVFSRJVIIIRIVK]
WSPYXMSRW

4. Give the Audience a
Clear Role in the Story
%VI[IEWOMRKTISTPIXSGLERKIMRHMZMHYEP
behavior, to engage in policy change, or both?
The best answer is that people need a mental
picture both of the big-picture changes that are
needed such as the adoption of new policies,
and of their own role in making change happen.
%WGSQQYRMGEXSVW[IQYWXLIPTTISTPIXS
bridge between personal and collective action.
The idea of “managing carbon,” for example,
allows people to think both at a collective level
and an individual level.

 ;IEPVIEH]LEZIIJJIGXMZITVSZIR
WSPYXMSRWXSVIHYGISYVGEVFSRPSEH
;IRS[RIIHXLITSPMXMGEP[MPPERH
MRZIWXQIRXWXSFVMRKXLIQYTXS
WGEPI

CASE STUDY
/MHWZW+PSFEP
;EVQMRKMW±E
KVSYTSJOMHW
that educate
SXLIVOMHWEFSYX
the science of
KPSFEP[EVQMRK
and empower
XLIQXSXEOIEGXMSR²7XEVXIHF]
]IEVSPH%PIG0SSV^XLISVKERM^EXMSR
GVIEXIHEZMHIS±M1EXXIV7XSV]SJ
+PSFEP;EVQMRK²XLEXZMWYEPP]GSRZI]W
XLIMQTEGXWSJKPSFEP[EVQMRKERHXLI
[E]WMR[LMGL]SYRKTISTPIGERFI
TEVXSJXLIWSPYXMSRF]TEVXMGMTEXMRKMR
EGXMZMXMIWPMOILERKHV]MRKGPSXLIWERH
TPERXMRKEKEVHIR
www.kids-vs-global-warming.com
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SPECIAL TOPIC: Building Public Support for Climate Policies
1ER]%QIVMGERW[MPPWYTTSVXXLIEHSTXMSRSJRI[GPMQEXITSPMGMIWMJMXMWGPIEVXLEXXLITSPMG]
will really address global warming. While the term “regulation” is not a popular one, the
public does support direct government actions, such as setting limits on pollution, requiring
the use of carbon free energy sources and ensuring compliance. Market mechanisms, such
EW'ETERH8VEHIEVIELEVHIVWIPPFIGEYWIXLI]EVIRSXWXVEMKLXJSV[EVHXSQER]%QIVMGERW
ERHWIIQXSPIEZIQSVI[MKKPIVSSQJSVFEHEGXSVW1SVIJEZSVEFPI½WGEPTSPMGMIWMRGPYHI
ones that encourage shifts in behavior such as subsidizing clean energy producers, giving
MRGIRXMZIWXSFY]IJ½GMIRXGEVWERHIWXEFPMWLMRKXE\FVIEOWJSVVIRI[EFPIIRIVK]SVIJ½GMIRG]
measures. Discouraging measures, such as establishing pollution fees, increasing taxes on
fossil fuel use, or requiring surcharges on energy, need to be tied to clear and cost effective
solutions and incentives.
;,%8%1)6-'%27%6)7%=-2+
±-XLMROMJWSQIXLMRKMWRSXQERHEXIHERHYRPIWWMXMWWSEWXVSRSQMGEPXSTE]JSV
KSMRKSZIVXLIPMQMX-HSR´XXLMROFYWMRIWWIW[MPP-QIERMX´WFIIRTVSZIRXLEX
FYWMRIWWIWHSR´XGLERKIYRPIWWMXGSWXWXLIQ²
;LIRMRGIRXMZIWERHHMWMRGIRXMZIWEVIXMIHXSKIXLIVTISTPIEVIQSVIPMOIP]XS
WYTTSVXWSPYXMSRW

8EPOMRK4SMRXW
 8STE]JSVXLMWTPER[I[MPPIRGSYVEKIXVEHISJJW;I[MPPMRGVIEWIXE\IW
SRXLIJSWWMPJYIP SMPERHGSEP YWI[LMPIGYXXMRKXE\IWSR[MRHERH
WSPEVIRIVK][I[MPPMRGVIEWIWEPIWXE\IWSRKEWKY^^PMRKGEVW[LMPI
PS[IVMRKWEPIWXE\IWSRJYIPIJ½GMIRXGEVW

special topics

tip

 ;IRIIHEGEVVSXERHWXMGOETTVSEGL0E[WRIIHXSPMQMXLS[QYGL
GEVFSRGSQTERMIWIQMX8LSWIYRHIVXLIMVPMQMXKIXMRGIRXMZIW[LMPI
XLSWI[LSHSR´XTE]
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6WHS%XLOGLQJWKH%HQHÀWVRI
Addressing Global Warming

T

heories of behavior change indicate that people need to directly experience or observe
TSWMXMZIFIRI½XW[LIRXLI]QEOIEJYRHEQIRXEPWLMJXERHXLEXXLSWIFIRI½XWRIIHXSJEV
outweigh the perceived downsides.2 This is true for individuals, organizations and society as
[IPP8LIFIRI½XWSJEGXMRKXSEHHVIWWKPSFEP[EVQMRKEVIRSXGPIEVXSXLIQENSVMX]SJ%QIVMGERW
ERH[LIRXLI]EVIXLI]EVIVEVIP]GSRRIGXIHXSHEMP]PMJI-RJEGXQER]%QIVMGERWI\TIGXKPSFEP
warming will cause multiple negative outcomes.3
3RISJXLIVIEWSRWJSVXLIPS[FIPMIJMRXLIFIRI½XWSJEHHVIWWMRKKPSFEP[EVQMRKMWXLEXTYFPMG
HMWGSYVWILEWTVMQEVMP]JSGYWIHSREPSRKPMWXSJMQTEGXW;LIRFIRI½XWEVIQIRXMSRIHMRXLEX
context they are typically described as reduced impacts, such as preventing sea levels from
exceeding dangerous levels. Yet, reducing a negative does not sound like a positive to most people.
On the other hand, if we talk about increasing our ability to live safely near beautiful shorelines, to
have greater protection from storm impacts, more access to sandy beaches, etc. then the public is
more likely to become motivated to address the problem.

Three challenges in conveying the
EHQHÀWVRIDGGUHVVLQJJOREDOZDUPLQJ
1. The Energy Cost Challenge
%QIVMGERWEVIYWIHXSLIEVMRKRIKEXMZIQIWWEKIWEFSYXXLIHS[RWMHIWSJEHHVIWWMRKKPSFEP
warming, from higher energy costs to restrictions on economic activity. Over the last several
]IEVWXLIVILEWFIIRTVSKVIWWQEHIXSMRGSVTSVEXIHMWGYWWMSRWEFSYXXLIIGSRSQMGFIRI½XWSJ
addressing global warming through the creation of a sustainable economy and green jobs. More
[SVORIIHWXSFIHSRILS[IZIVXSGSRZI]XLIWIFIRI½XWMRE[E]XLEXVIWSREXIW[MXLXLITYFPMG
and that overcomes concerns about rising costs related to energy use.
7EZMRKQSRI]MWSJXIREFIRI½XSJIRKEKMRKMRLMKLIVIRIVK]IJ½GMIRG]ERHGSRWIVZEXMSRTVEGXMGIW
and this motivates many people. For example, interest in the cost of energy use increases when
fuel prices rise dramatically. This interest can lead to some structural changes (i.e. people sell their
79:WERHFY]WQEPPIVGEVWSVVITPEGIXLIMVETTPMERGIW[MXLQSVIIJ½GMIRXSRIW XLEXEVIHMJ½GYPXXS
reverse once the action has been taken. The challenge however, is that once prices go back down
many other “optional” activities such as riding the bus, can drop, as well as support for systemic
change such as increased societal investment in new transportation infrastructure.
The public also has a healthy amount of skepticism around who will ultimately pay for an increased
investment in clean and safe carbon-free energy sources. Concerns about being stuck with the bill
for taking action on climate issues can block engagement even for those who express a great deal
of concern.

2 Doppelt, B. (2008). The Power of Sustainable Thinking. Earthscan
31EMFEGL)6SWIV6IRSYJ'ERH0IMWIVS[MX^%Global Warming’s Six Americas: An Audience Segmentation Analysis  %KPSFEP[EVQMRKWIKQIRtation study conducted by the Yale Project on Climate Change and the George Mason University Center for Climate Change Communications.
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2. The Identity Challenge
It is hard for most people to understand how global warming will impact their lives and even more
HMJ½GYPXXSWIILS[[SVOMRKXSEHHVIWWMXGSYPHFIRI½XXLIQ4EVXSJXLIVIEWSRJSVXLMWMWXLEX
QSWXSYXVIEGLGEQTEMKRWJEMPXSGSRRIGX[MXLTISTPI´WMHIRXMXMIWERHXLIX]TISJFIRI½XWXLEXEVI
meaningful to them.
This failure is related to the fact that global
warming is associated with environmentalists
who are seen as either rich white urbanities
or as extremists who are out of touch with
the needs and interests of mainstream
%QIVMGERW8LMWIRZMVSRQIRXEPIPMXMWQMW
problematic because many people who care
about global warming don’t see themselves
as the type of person who gets involved.
Environmental actions are also often
associated with pricey green consumer
choices that most cannot afford.
%RSXLIVGSQTSRIRXSJXLIMHIRXMX]GLEPPIRKI
is the tendency for people to view global
warming through a partisan lens. Those who
tend to deny or discount global warming are
typically conservative Republicans, and they
EVIPMOIP]XSVINIGXGPEMQWSJFIRI½XW[LIR
they come from Democratic political leaders
or liberals championing the issue.

3. Environmental Fatalism Challenge
Isn’t it too late to address global warming? Why should I act when no one else is going to bother? If
everything is so screwed up, I may as well get my piece of the pie while I can.
part one: benefits

Fatalism comes in many forms but the bottom line is that you might care about global warming but
if you don’t think anything can be done to make things better, you are not likely to act.
*EXEPMWQMWTEVXMGYPEVP]LMKLEQSRK]SYRKIV%QIVMGERW[LSLEZIPMXXPIJEMXLXLEXER]SRIGEREHHVIWW
the issue, from government, business and civic leaders to scientists and academics. They do not see
XLIFIRI½XXSIRKEKMRKMRGMZMGPMJI=IXMXMW]SYRKIV%QIVMGERW[LSEVIKSMRKXSLEZIXSHIEP[MXL
increasing climate impacts and who ultimately need to be engaged.
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&RQYH\LQJWKH%HQHÀWVRI$FWLRQ

T

o successfully engage the public in behavior change efforts, climate leaders must build the
pros of addressing global warming and minimize the cons. The 2009 George Mason/Yale
9RMZIVWMX]´WWXYH]SJXLI97TYFPMGWLS[WXLEX%QIVMGERW[LSJIIPXLEXKPSFEP[EVQMRK
MWEPVIEH]SVWSSRXSMQTEGXXLIMVPMZIWWIIQSVIFIRI½XWXSEGXMSRXLERSXLIVWERHEVIQSWX
supportive of a range of climate policies.
8LMWTSMRXWXSXLIJEGXXLEXXLIFIRI½XWSJEHHVIWWMRKKPSFEP[EVQMRKWLSYPHFIHMVIGXP]
I\TIVMIRGIHERH[IPPMPPYWXVEXIHXLVSYKLGSQTIPPMRKWXSVMIWSVSJXLSWIFIRI½XXMRKJVSQGLERKI
-XMWMQTSVXERXXSJSGYWSRXLIFIRI½XWTISTPIEVIPSSOMRKJSVWYGLEWQSVIXMQI[MXLJEQMP]ERH
friends, an increased sense of security, access to clean and healthy living environments, etc.
/IITMRQMRHXLEX%QIVMGERWEVIRSXEP[E]WPSSOMRKJSVIGSRSQMGSVSXLIVUYERXM½EFPIFIRI½XW
JVSQGLERKI&IRI½XWQMKLXGSQIMRXLIJSVQSJJIIPMRKEWIRWISJTYVTSWIFIMRKGSRRIGXIHSXLIV
TISTPIERHJIIPMRKTEVXSJWSQIXLMRKPEVKIVXLERXLIWIPJ%WOMRKTISTPIXSQEOIEWMKRM½GERX
GSRXVMFYXMSRSVIZIREWEGVM½GIXSEHHVIWWKPSFEP[EVQMRKGERFIZIV]QSXMZEXMRKMRPMKLXSJWYGL
an immense problem.
,IVIEVIX[SGSVIGSRGITXWXLEXGERLIPTEHHEWIRWISJFIRI½XWXSXLIKPSFEP[EVQMRK
conversation:
 8MIXLIRIIHJSVGEVFSRJVIIIRIVK]GLSMGIWXSXLITSWWMFMPMX]SJIGSRSQMGTVSWTIVMX]
 'VIEXIEGSRRIGXMSRXSTISTPI´WMHIRXMXMIWMRXIVIWXWERH[SVPHZMI[W

1. Tie Energy Choices to Economic Prosperity
While it is possible to overcome resistance to the cost concerns by emphasizing paying less now
versus more later, using a more proactive economic prosperity frame is a better approach.
By tying global warming to energy choices and the economy, climate leaders can take advantage of
the attention being focused on these high priority issues. It is important to keep global warming as
a central part of the conversation, however, because short-term economic arguments and the longterm environmental case for action will not always coincide.

tip
tip

%TTIEPXSLMKLIVPIZIPZEPYIWEFSYXIRIVK]ERHIGSRSQ];LMPIQSWXTISTPI[ERX
XSWEZIQSRI]XLI]EVISJXIREWSVQSVIMRXIVIWXIHMR%QIVMGERPIEHIVWLMTERH
MRRSZEXMSRVIHYGMRKSYVHITIRHIRGISRJSVIMKRSMPREXMSREPWIGYVMX]ERHUYEPMX]SJ
PMJIMWWYIWWYGLEWLIEPXLERHLEZMRKQSVIXMQIXSWTIRH[MXLJVMIRHWERHJEQMP]
4VSZMHIGSRGVIXII\EQTPIWSJXLIX]TIWSJNSFWERHIGSRSQMGSTTSVXYRMXMIWXLEX[MPP
VIWYPX*SVI\EQTPIWYFWMHMIWJSVWSPEVERH[MRHIRIVK]MRWXEPPEXMSRW[MPPGVIEXIQSVI
NSFWTVSHYGMRKXLIWIGEVFSRJVIIIRIVK]WSYVGIW8E\GVIHMXWXSVIXVS½XI\MWXMRK
GSQQIVGMEPFYMPHMRKWXSFIQSVIIRIVK]IJ½GMIRX[MPPGVIEXINSFWMRGSRWXVYGXMSR&I
GPIEVSR[LS[MPPTE]XLIFMPPERHLS[GSRWYQIVW[MPPFITVSXIGXIH
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8EPOMRK4SMRXW
 (IEPMRK[MXLKPSFEP[EVQMRKGVIEXIW
IGSRSQMGSTTSVXYRMX]ERHNYWXEW
MQTSVXERXP]XLIGLERGIXSVIGSZIV
%QIVMGE´WPIEHIVWLMTVSPIMRXLI
[SVPH
 8LI9RMXIH7XEXIWLEWFIIREKPSFEP
PIEHIVMRXIGLRSPSKMGEPHIZIPSTQIRX
MRWGMIRXM½GHMWGSZIV]ERHMRGYVMRK
HMWIEWI%HHVIWWMRKKPSFEP[EVQMRK
TVSZMHIWERSTTSVXYRMX]XSFYMPHSYV
IGSRSQ][LMPIXEOMRKPIEHIVWLMTMR
HIZIPSTMRKGEVFSRJVIIIRIVK]

2. Create a Connection to Identity
Even those who care deeply about the environment can view global warming as distant,
HMWGSRRIGXIHXSXLIMVPMZIWERHSYXWMHISJXLIMVEFMPMX]XSMR¾YIRGI3RISJXLIQSWXIJJIGXMZI[E]W
to motivate action is to point out how global warming relates to the beliefs and commitments that
IRZMVSRQIRXEPP]W]QTEXLIXMG%QIVMGERWEPVIEH]TSWWIWWFYXHSR´XVIGSKRM^IEWVIPEXIH]IX
The good news is that because the issue touches everything in our lives, there is an opportunity to
tie global warming to many personal concerns.

tip

'SRRIGXXLIHSXWJSVXLITYFPMGF]HIQSRWXVEXMRKLS[EGXMSRWXLI]EVIEPVIEH]
XEOMRK½XMR

8EPOMRK4SMRX

part one: benefits

 ;IEPPGEVIEFSYXMQTVSZMRKSYVGSQQYRMXMIWGMXMIWWXEXIWERHREXMSR;MXLWQEVXIV
HIGMWMSRWEFSYXHIZIPSTQIRX[IGERGYXHS[RSRPSRKHMWXERGIGSQQYXIWWEZIJYIP
ERHGYXXLIGEVFSRIQMWWMSRWXLEXEVIGEYWMRKHMWVYTXMSRWMRXLIGPMQEXI[IVIP]YTSR
;MXLIRSYKLTVIWWYVIJVSQGMXM^IRW[IGERFVMRKGEVFSRJVIIIRIVK]WYGLEWWSPEVERH
[MRHTS[IVVMKLXLIVI;IRIIHXSXEOIKPSFEP[EVQMRKMRXSEGGSYRXEW[IQEOIXLIWI
HIGMWMSRWFYXXLEXXEOIWIEGLSJYWKIXXMRKYTERHEWOMRKXLIXSYKLUYIWXMSRW
Making global warming relevant to people’s lives ultimately requires a deep understanding of what
different segments of the public care about and where they are in the process of awareness and
changing their behavior. This topic is discussed in detail in the next section of the guidebook.
In your communications and outreach efforts always remember to emphasize the three keys to
GLERKIGVIEXMRKXIRWMSREFSYXXLIRIIHXSEHHVIWWKPSFEP[EVQMRKFYMPHMRKXLIWIRWISJIJ½GEG]
XLEX[ILEZIXLIORS[LS[WOMPPWERHGETEGMX]XSEHHVIWWXLIMWWYIERHGSRZI]MRKXLIFIRI½XWSJ
taking action. Emphasizing one element over another or ignoring one or more altogether is likely to
fail.
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SPECIAL TOPIC: Preparing for the Impacts of Climate Change
Talking about the need to prepare for climate impacts positions global warming as a real and
current issue with impacts happening now and major consequences possible at any time.
For those who think that we still don’t know enough, a focus on the need to take “necessary
TVIGEYXMSRW²GERJVEQIYRGIVXEMRX]EWEVIEWSRXSEGXRSXHIPE]%TVITEVEXMSRJVEQIGEREPWS
tap a desire for long-term planning rather than waiting for a crisis to occur.
%XXLIWEQIXMQIYWMRK±TVITEVEXMSR²EWEPIEHQIWWEKIGERFEGO½VIJSVERYQFIVSJVIEWSRW
It can undermine steps to prevent the worst effects of global warming by suggesting that
we’ve either waited too long or that it is an issue that can wait.
;,%8%1)6-'%27%6)7%=-2+
±-XLMRO]SY´VIPSSOMRKEXMXXSSQYGLPMOIEJEMXEGGSQTPM©-XLMROTISTPI[SYPH
VEXLIV[SVOXSTVIZIRXMX²
±8LITVSFPIQMW[ILEZIJSVEPSXSJTISTPIQSVITVIWWMRKTVSFPIQWPMOI
[LIXLIVXLI]´VIKSMRKXSLEZIXLIMVLSYWIRI\X[IIOSVRSX[LIXLIVXLI]´VI
KSMRKXSFIEFPIXSEJJSVHKVSGIVMIWSVRSX²

tip

*SGYWSRXLIVIWTSRWMFPIQEREKIQIRXSJVMWOWERHLS[EGXMRKRS[[MPPQIER
JI[IVIGSRSQMGMQTEGXWERHPIWWMRWXEFMPMX]PEXIV
'SRXMRYIIQTLEWM^MRKXLIMQTSVXERGISJTVIZIRXMSREW[IPPEWTVITEVEXMSR

8EPOMRK4SMRXW
 -REHHMXMSRXSHSMRKIZIV]XLMRK[IGERXSTVIZIRXKPSFEP[EVQMRK[IRIIH
XSTVITEVIJSVXLIIJJIGXW[IEVIEPVIEH]FIKMRRMRKXSI\TIVMIRGI.YWXPMOIE
VIWTSRWMFPILSQIS[RIV[SYPHR´X[EMXJSVEVEMRWXSVQXS½\XLILSPIMRXLIVSSJ
[IGER´X[EMXJSVGEXEWXVSTLIWXSLMXFIJSVI[IFIKMRXSEGX
 ;IRIIHREXMSREPPIKMWPEXMSRXLEX[SYPHVIUYMVIWXEXIWERHGMXMIWXSEWWIWWXLIMV
ZYPRIVEFMPMX]XSQSVIMRXIRWILYVVMGERIW[EXIVWLSVXEKIWHVSYKLXERH[MPH½VIW
VMWMRKWIEPIZIPWERHSXLIVIZIRXWXLEXEVIEJJIGXMRKXLI97ERHMXWIGSRSQ]RS[
ERHMRXLIHIGEHIWXSGSQI

FRAMING IN PLAY
4PERRMRKJSVGPMQEXIGLERKIXSHE]MWPIWWI\TIRWMZIXLERVIFYMPHMRK
ERIRXMVIRIX[SVOEJXIVXLIGEXEWXVSTLI;IGERRSX[EMXYRXMP
EJXIVSYVMRJVEWXVYGXYVILEWFIIRGSQTVSQMWIHXSFIKMRXSTPER
JSVXLIIJJIGXWSJGPMQEXIGLERKIRS[²WEMH2I[=SVO'MX]1E]SV
1MGLEIP&PSSQFIVK
http://www.observer.com/2009/adapting-climate-change-new-york-city
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FRAMING BEST PRACTICES

1) Set the Terms of the Debate — Be
deliberate about the organizing concepts
that shape your communications and apply
them from the outset of your outreach efforts. When responding to other voices in the
debate, avoid repeating contrary framing. The
best bet is to immediately bridge from those
arguments to the concepts that need to be
conveyed.

don’t feel like they have heard a million times
before, they are more likely to pay attention.
What is novel for the public, however, might
be considered old news to experts. For exEQTPIQER]%QIVMGERWEVIWYVTVMWIHXSPIEVR
that most electricity is generated by burning
coal, and that extracting and using coal creates
negative impacts for communities, the economy, and the environment.

2) Focus on the Big Picture — Not every
media opportunity should be acted upon. Take
a long-term view of the understanding that
needs to be built around global warming with
core audiences over time. For example, avoid
pointing to particular storms as evidence of
global warming. If you do respond, focus on
the larger shifts in our climate patterns that
are leading to an increase in storms and storm
intensity.

6) Translate Unfamiliar Terms — Common sense terms are appealing. Drilling for
more oil, producing clean coal or letting the
market drive technological innovation sound
straightforward and practical. Frames that describe global warming and actions that need
to be taken must be able to compete.

3) Fill in the Gaps — Even highly educated
ERHIRKEKIH%QIVMGERWGERFIJY^^]EFSYX
what global warming is and how it will impact
XLIQ;LMPITVSZMHMRKEHIXEMPIHWGMIRXM½GI\planation of global warming is not advised, it
is important to clear up misperceptions and
½PPXLIKETWWSTISTPIGERWIIEGPIEVTMGXYVI
of what is at stake and feel empowered to act.
Connecting with people’s emotions is critical,
but it needs to go hand-in-hand with providing
some of the basic facts.

7) Don’t Use Murky References —
Historical references, such as the Manhattan
Project, may be a great analogy for the type of
technological innovation necessary to address
global warming, but they don’t resonate with
QSWX%QIVMGERW8IGLRMGEPXIVQWWYGLEW±GEVFSRWIUYIWXVEXMSR²EVIYRJEQMPMEVERHHMJ½GYPX
to distinguish from other approaches. Similarly,
analogies, such as the “greenhouse effect” do
not convey anything meaningful to people
about global warming. Trapping heat inside a
greenhouse to grow food sounds like a good
thing to many people while others lack a basic
understanding of how a greenhouse works.

4) Emphasize Solutions — Providing evidence that solutions exist makes any problem
easier to deal with, particularly a daunting issue such as global warming. In some cases, focusing on solutions can help people’s reasoning about the issue as a whole. For example,
talking about alternative ways to produce energy highlights the fact that power plants emit
WMKRM½GERXEQSYRXWSJGEVFSR

8) Pay Attention to the Audience —
There is no general public. People process
information in a variety of ways. The decision
to act is based on a number of factors
including where people are at in the behavior
change process, as well as their social values
and worldviews. Failing to recognize these
differences can mean outreach and framing
efforts miss their mark with everyone.

special topics

,IVIEVIEJI[KIRIVEPXMTWXSOIITMRQMRH[LIRFYMPHMRKXIRWMSRIJ½GEG]ERHFIRI½XWMRXSXLIKPSFEP
warming conversation.

5) Offer a New Insight — When framing offers a new perspective that audiences
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PART TWO: Understanding
and Connecting with
Audiences

I

n section one, we outlined key components of narratives around global warming that
LEZIXLITSXIRXMEPXSFYMPHXIRWMSREWIRWISJIJ½GEG]ERHGSRZI]XLIFIRI½XWSJEGXMRKXS
address climate issues. Conveying concepts that can build awareness and concern is critical;
XLIGLEPPIRKIMWLS[FIWXXSHSMXKMZIRXLIVIMWRSWYGLXLMRKEWXLIKIRIVEPTYFPMG%QIVMGERW
understand and relate to issues such as global warming in a variety of ways based on their social
values and where they are at in the behavior change process.
%WEVIWYPXQER]TYFPMGIRKEKIQIRXIJJSVXWEVSYRHGPMQEXIMWWYIWJEMPFIGEYWIXLI]HSRSXXEOI
these core differences into consideration. For example, offering incentives to choose clean energy
are useless if the audience is at an early stage in the cognitive and behavior change process and has
RSX]IXHIGMHIHXSTE]EXXIRXMSRXSXLIMVIRIVK]GSRWYQTXMSRTEXXIVRW%PXIVREXMZIP]JVEQMRKKPSFEP
[EVQMRKEWERIRZMVSRQIRXEPGSRGIVRGERFIEPMIREXMRKJSV%QIVMGERW[MXLXVEHMXMSREPERHVIPMKMSYW
social values because their worldview tends to discount environmentalism as overly liberal and antiauthoritarian.
1ER]%QIVMGERWEVIGEYKLXMRXLIQMHHPISJXLITVSGIWWSJGSKRMXMZIERHFILEZMSVGLERKISR
global warming. They accept that it is real yet have not yet decided if it matters enough to them to
do something about it. By understanding the mechanisms that can move people through the stages
of change to higher levels of engagement and by framing issues in a way that taps core social values,
it is possible to design policies and programs that resonate with a range of key constituencies,
including those not yet committed to change.
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TAILORING STRATEGIES TO AUDIENCES’ STAGES OF CHANGE
In The Power of Sustainable Thinking, Bob Doppelt summarizes behavior change theories from
QYPXMTPI½IPHWMRXSEGSRGMWIJVEQI[SVOXLEXEPPS[WGPMQEXIERHWYWXEMREFMPMX]PIEHIVWXSIEWMP]
assess where audiences are at in the change process and how to tailor outreach accordingly.
The (7XEKIH%TTVSEGLXS'LERKI illustrates how cognitive and experiential change methods
are most effective when people are at the early stages in a change process, while behavioral change
QIGLERMWQW[SVOJSVTISTPIJYVXLIVEPSRK%XIEGLWXEKISJGLERKIWYTTSVXMZIVIPEXMSRWLMTWGER
make all the difference, whether help is coming from friends, family members, peer groups, or
professional networks, particularly given that change is a dynamic process and people regularly slip
backward in the change process and need support and encouragement to continue forward.
When it comes to global warming, one way to think about the process individuals and
organizations typically go through when making a change in thinking and behavior is the following:
 Disinterest – The “I won’t change” stage. People and organizations stuck in disinterest refuse to
accept global warming as real or that it will have serious consequences and reject or even oppose
calls to action. This is due to fear, inertia, or comfort with the current state of affairs. They may be
acting rebellious or are rationalizing their actions. To move to the next stage of change, people must
FISTIRIHXSXLITSWWMFMPMX]XLEXXLIMVGYVVIRXXLMROMRKSVFILEZMSVWEVIRSXFIRI½XXMRKXLIQ
 Deliberation – The “I might change” stage. Individuals and organizations at the deliberation
stage are just beginning to pay attention to global warming but they have not yet determined how
MXMQTEGXWXLIMVPMZIWSVMJXLI]WLSYPHVIWTSRH%WEVIWYPXXLI]EVIRSX]IXVIEH]XSGLERKIERH
can easily slip back to disinterest. To move to the next stage, the decision needs to be made that
XLIFIRI½XWSJXEOMRKEGXMSREVIWYFWXERXMEPP]KVIEXIVXLERXLIHS[RWMHIW8LMWMRZSPZIWEWWIWWMRK
[LIXLIVSRILEWXLITL]WMGEPMRXIPPIGXYEPERH½RERGMEPGETEGMX]XSGLERKIERHGERFIHMJ½GYPXMJ
action is met with disapproval from peers.
 Design – The “I will change” stage. People accept that global warming needs to be dealt with and
begin to create a plan to act individually or at the organizational and political levels. These actions
are assessed in terms of how they would look and feel. For example, an individual at the design
stage may research alternatives to their gas guzzling car, but if they can’t imagine themselves driving
a smaller vehicle, they might slip back to the earlier stages of change. Moving to the fourth stage of
GLERKILETTIRW[LIRXLISTXMSRWWIIQZMEFPIERHFIRI½GMEP%RHSRGIEGXMSRWTPERWLEZIFIIR
created, making a public commitment to implement them helps ensure there is follow through.
 Doing¯8LI±-EQGLERKMRK²WXEKI%GXMSRTPERWEVIRS[FIMRKI\IGYXIHXLVSYKLXERKMFPIWXITW
that reduce carbon emissions, such as weatherizing homes or supporting climate policies. This
MWEHMJ½GYPXWXEKIEWSPHTEXXIVRWERHFILEZMSVWEVIFIMRKFVSOIR6IMRJSVGIQIRXERHVI[EVHW
are needed to avoid slipping backwards in the change process. On the other hand, if steps are
WYGGIWWJYPP]XEOIRERHTISTPIEVIFIRI½XMRKERHFIMRKVI[EVHIHXLMWGERGVIEXIQSQIRXYQJSV
further changes in thinking and behavior.

part two

 Defending – The “I have changed” stage. People and organizations begin to integrate their new
thinking and behaviors into daily life, typically six months to a year after initial steps have been taken.
%GXMSRTPERWLEZIFIIRMQTPIQIRXIHERHXLSWIEXXLIHIJIRHMRKWXEKIEVIPSSOMRKJSVRI[[E]W
to apply their approach. Given how the economy is structured and the lack of social support for
IRKEKMRKMREGXMZMXMIWXSEHHVIWWKPSFEP[EVQMRKXLMWMWEHMJ½GYPXTLEWI'SRXMRYMRKTIIVWYTTSVX
and rewards are needed, yet at the same time, it can also be exhilarating because all sorts of new
opportunities become apparent.
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'SQQYRMGEXMSRWTSPMG]XSSPWERHSXLIVGLERKIQIGLERMWQWGERFIRI½XJVSQFIMRKHIWMKRIHXS
address the internal issues people and organizations are grappling with in each of the phases in
XLI(7XEKIH%TTVSEGL*SVI\EQTPI%QIVMGERW[LSEVIEXPEXIVWXEKIWSJGLERKI¯(SMRK
and Defending – are already working to reduce their carbon emissions. They don’t need more
facts about the impacts of global warming. Instead, they need information and tools on how to
overcome obstacles they face when trying to address the problem. They are therefore more likely
XSVIWTSRHTSWMXMZIP]XS½RERGMEPMRGIRXMZIWTYFPMGEGORS[PIHKIQIRXERHQIIXMRKERHXEPOMRK[MXL
people who have met similar challenges.
On the other hand, people and organizations at the early stages of change – Disinterest,
Deliberation and Design – are not ready to act. Incentive programs or political appeals,
GSRWIUYIRXP]SJXIRJEPP¾EX-RWXIEHERIJJSVXRIIHWXSFIQEHIXSMRGVIEWIXIRWMSRF]TVSZMHMRK
FEWMGMRJSVQEXMSREFSYXXLIVIPIZERGISJKPSFEP[EVQMRKXSMRGVIEWIIJ½GEG]F]KMZMRKGSRGVIXI
I\EQTPIWSJWYGIWWERHFYMPHMRKFIRI½XWSJXEOMRKEGXMSR

Reaching People at the Early Stages of Change
°(MWMRXIVIWXXS(IPMFIVEXMSR

W

LIRMXGSQIWXSKPSFEP[EVQMRKWYVZI]WWLS[XLEXEWQYGLEWTIVGIRXSJ%QIVMGERW
are stuck in the disinterested or deliberation stages of change.4 It is possible to move some
SJXLIWI%QIVMGERWXSXLIHIWMKRWXEKIFYXMXMWHMJ½GYPXERH[MPPXEOIEPSXSJXMQIERHIRIVK]
to motivate higher levels of engagement. Climate leaders must assess whether the investment is
worth the effort. However, those at the earliest stages of change cannot be completely discounted
FIGEYWIXLI]VITVIWIRXPEVKIRYQFIVWSJXLITYFPMGERHMRTEVXMGYPEV%QIVMGER]SYXL[LS[MPPFI
facing the impacts of global warming for some time. Furthermore, a percentage of these people
are very vocal in their opposition to global warming actions and policies and have considerable
potential to stall or derail solutions. For change to happen, those at the early stages of change must
drop their defenses. This is more likely to happen if the following change mechanisms are utilized at
the right time and in effective ways.

DISTURBANCES
Disturbances in our lives are often needed to trigger the reframing process that can move people
out of the disinterested phase of change on global warming. Major shocks, such as losing a job or
WMKRM½GERXQMPIWXSRIWGERGLERKILS[[IPSSOEXXLMRKW4VIWWYVIJVSQSXLIVWMWSRISJXLIQSWX
common forms of disturbance and often requires some soul searching to respond.
%RI\XVIQIWTMOIMRKEWTVMGIWQMKLXMR¾YIRGIXLSWI[MXLPMQMXIHFYHKIXWXSXEOIXLIFYWSV
sell their SUV. While selling an SUV is a structural change likely to stick, it is harder to rely on
HMWXYVFERGIWWYGLEWIRIVK]GSWXWXSLEZIEPEWXMRKMQTEGXKMZIRXLIMV¾YGXYEXMSRW
It is also tempting to take advantage of extreme storms to build awareness of global warming. This
ETTVSEGLLEWMXWFIRI½XWMRXLEXMXQEOIWGLERKIWMRSYVGPMQEXIXERKMFPIXSXLITYFPMG3RXLI
SXLIVLERHMXMWHMJ½GYPXXSGVIHMFP]XMIXLIMWWYIXSER]WMRKPIWXSVQ-JXEOMRKXLMWETTVSEGLMXMW
1EMFEGL)6SWIV6IRSYJ'ERH0IMWIVS[MX^%Global Warming’s Six Americas: An Audience Segmentation Analysis  %KPSFEP[EVQMRKWIKQIRtation study conducted by the Yale Project on Climate Change and the George Mason University Center for Climate Change Communications.
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critical to make the connection to shifts in weather patterns and the likelihood we will have more
uncertain and extreme weather. It is also critical to be sensitive to the people impacted by the
WXSVQWVEXLIVXLERJSGYWMRKSRXLIXIGLRMGEPHMQIRWMSRWSJXLIMWWYI ¾SSHPIZIPWGLEPPIRKIW[MXL
levies, etc.)
9PXMQEXIP]HMWXYVFERGIWXLEXVI¾IGXEHMWGSRRIGXMSRFIX[IIRTISTPI´WZEPYIWERHXLIMVGYVVIRX
VIEPMX]GVIEXIXLIQSWXPEWXMRKMQTVIWWMSRW*SVI\EQTPIIZIR%QIVMGERW[LSHIR]XLIVIEPMX]SJ
global warming, can still be motivated to change given their belief in energy independence and selfreliance.

tip

(IZIPSTETIIVFEWIHSYXVIEGLTVSKVEQF]TEVXRIVMRK[MXLPIEHIVWJVSQEVERKISJ
WIGXSVW[LSEVIGVIHMFPIERHGSQTIPPMRK[MXLXEVKIXEYHMIRGIW4EVXRIV[MXLPIEHIVW
JVSQEVERKISJWIGXSVWERHMRXIVIWXKVSYTW[LSEVIGSQTIPPMRKERHGVIHMFPIGPMQEXI
WTSOIWTIVWSRW[MXLWIKQIRXWFIMRKXEVKIXIHXSHIZIPSTETIIVFEWIHSYXVIEGL
TVSKVEQ

FRAMING IN PLAY
±-RQSWXTPEGIW[IEXLIVGERGLERKIJVSQQMRYXIXSQMRYXILSYVXSLSYVHE]XSHE]ERH
WIEWSRXSWIEWSR'PMQEXILS[IZIVMWXLIEZIVEKISJ[IEXLIVSZIVXMQIERHWTEGI²- NASA

BUILDING AWARENESS
Information alone does not typically motivate people to make a fundamental change in thinking or
behavior. For example, there is ample information available on the link between smoking and cancer,
but that doesn’t stop many people from smoking. However, when information is packaged with
other change mechanisms, such as the use of disturbances, it can be helpful in opening people to
the idea of thinking differently.
%[EVIRIWWGEQTEMKRWWLSYPHOIITMRQMRHXLIRIIHXSEP[E]WIQTLEWM^IXLIXLVIIOI]WXSGLERKI
¯XIRWMSRIJ½GEG]ERHFIRI½XW¯ERHQYWXFIJVEQIHMR[E]WXLEXVIWSREXI[MXLXEVKIXEYHMIRGIW
(See the next section on audience segmentation.)

part two

tip

-PPYWXVEXILS[XLIFIRI½XWSJXEOMRKEGXMSRGSRRIGXXSTISTPIW´PMZIW(ITIRHMRKSR
XLIEYHMIRGIJSGYWSRFIRI½XWWYGLEWQEOMRK%QIVMGEQSVIWIGYVIF]VIHYGMRKSYV
HITIRHIRGISRJSVIMKRSMPSVXLIFIRI½XWSJWTIRHMRKPIWWXMQIWXYGOMRXVEJ½GXLEROW
XSMRGVIEWIHMRZIWXQIRXWMRTYFPMGXVERWMX
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CHOICE EXPANSION
Global warming can seem like an issue far too complicated to tackle. For those in the early stages
SJGLERKIPEVKIKSEPWWYGLEWER GYXMRGEVFSRIQMWWMSRWWIIQSZIV[LIPQMRK%RIJJIGXMZI
change mechanism is to break down large goals into bite-sized, measureable steps individuals,
SVKERM^EXMSRWSVWSGMIX]EWE[LSPIGERXEOI8LMWMRGVIEWIWEWIRWISJIJ½GEG]ERHQSXMZEXIWEGXMSR

tip

'LSMGII\TERWMSRHSIWR´XQIERSZIV[LIPQMRKTISTPI[MXLIRHPIWWPMWXWSJ[LEX
XLI]GERHS8V]JSGYWMRKSRWMQTPIWXVEMKLXJSV[EVHEGXMSRMXIQWXLEXGERFIXEOIR
MRMXMEPP]XLIRFYMPHYTXSEGXMSR[MXLLMKLIVGEVFSRVIHYGXMSRTSXIRXMEP

tip

4VSZMHIGPIEVKYMHERGISR[LEX[MPPFIEGLMIZIHMRXIVQWSJFIRI½XW GSWXWEZMRKW
WXEXYWVIEGXMSRSJWSGMEPRIX[SVOW MJEREGXMSRMXXEOIR
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8LI8YVR-X3JJ'EQTEMKRMR8SVSRXS3RXEVMSMWER
I\EQTPISJEWYGGIWWJYPKPSFEP[EVQMRKFILEZMSVGLERKI
TVSKVEQ8LITMPSXTVSNIGX[EWEMQIHEXVIHYGMRKXLI
EQSYRXERHJVIUYIRG]SJXMQIQSXSVMWXWWTIRHMHPMRK
ERHMRHSMRKWSMXLIPTIHTISTPIQEOIXLIPMROFIX[IIR
TIVWSREPEGXMSRWERHKPSFEP[EVQMRK
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1SXSVMWXWEX8SVSRXSWGLSSPWERH8SVSRXS8VERWMX
'SQQMWWMSR/MWWERH6MHITEVOMRKPSXW[IVI
ETTVSEGLIHF]TVSNIGXWXEJJ[LSWTSOI[MXLXLIQEFSYX
XLIMQTSVXERGISJXYVRMRKSJJXLIMVZILMGPIIRKMRI[LIR
TEVOIH8LIWIQSXSVMWXW[IVIKMZIRERMRJSVQEXMSR
Reduce the Impact of Climate Change
card about the environmental and cost impacts of
MHPMRKERH[IVIEWOIHXSQEOIEGSQQMXQIRXXSWXST
1SWXTISTPI[LSQEHIXLIGSQQMXQIRX[IVI[MPPMRKXSTPEGIERERXMMHPMRKWXMGOIVMRXLIMV
[MRHWLMIPH
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8LIWXMGOIVEGXIHEWEVIQMRHIVXSXLIHVMZIVFYX[EWEPWSZMWMFPISRXLISYXWMHISJXLIGEV
ERHLIPTIHXSGVIEXIEWSGMEPRSVQEVSYRHXLMWRI[FILEZMSV8LIGEQTEMKR[EWVIMRJSVGIH
F]EHHMRKERXMMHPMRKWMKRWMRXLITEVOMRKPSXW8LIGSQFMREXMSRSJMRJSVQEXMSRGSQQMXQIRX
ERHVIQMRHIVWVIHYGIHMHPMRKEXXLIXIWXPSGEXMSRWF] ERHMHPMRKHYVEXMSRF] %W
MQTSVXERXP]MXGVIEXIHEJSYRHEXMSRSJIRKEKIQIRX[MXL8SVSRXSQSXSVMWXWXLEXGERFIFYMPX
YTSRJSVEHHMXMSREPFILEZMSVGLERKIIJJSVXW
http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca/transportation
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SUPPORTIVE RELATIONSHIPS
*SVQSWXSJYWEJYRHEQIRXEPGLERKISJER]X]TIMWHMJ½GYPX%XXLIIEVP]WXEKIWSJGLERKIMXMW
MQTSVXERXXSLEZITISTPI[IXVYWXXSWLEVISYVERKWXLIPTMPPYWXVEXIXLIFIRI½XWSJXEOMRKEGXMSR
steps, and provide advice on how those steps can be taken. Because of our defense mechanisms,
we tend to overemphasize the downsides to making a change. Supportive relationships can provide
feedback on how we are resisting new ways of thinking.

tip

'VIEXISTTSVXYRMXMIWJSVTISTPIXSGSRRIGXERH[SVO[MXLSXLIVW[LSEVIXLMROMRK
EFSYXIRKEKMRKMREGXMZMXMIWXSEHHVIWWKPSFEP[EVQMRKXLVSYKLLSYWITEVXMIW½PQ
WGVIIRMRKWSVWTIEOIVWIVMIW

tip

)RWYVIWYTTSVXMWGSQMRKJVSQTISTPI[LSQXLSWIEXXLIIEVP]WXEKIWSJGLERKI
XVYWX8LMWQE]MRGPYHIPSGEPFYWMRIWWSVGMZMGPIEHIVWGPIVK]IXGVEXLIVXLER
IRZMVSRQIRXEPPIEHIVW

Americans in the Middle
°(IPMFIVEXMSRXS(IWMKR

O

nce people have decided that the advantages of engagement in activities to address global
warming far outweigh the downsides, they are ready to move to the design stage of change.
=IX%QIVMGERWMRXLIQMHHPIWXEKIWSJGLERKIHIWTMXIXLIMVGSRGIVREVISJXIRSZIV[LIPQIHERH
YRGPIEVSR[LEXWXITWXSXEOI%WEVIWYPXXLI]EVISJXIRSZIVPSSOIHF]SYXVIEGLGEQTEMKRWXLEX
either emphasize basic information about global warming or focus on high-level actions best suited
to the later stages of change (i.e. purchasing solar hot water heaters or engaging politically).
For those deliberating and starting to design for change, there is still a need for awareness building,
choice expansion and supportive relationships but at the middle stages mechanisms such as
emotional inspirational, self-appraisal and commitment can be incorporated into outreach strategies
as well.

EMOTIONAL INSPIRATION

tip

7TSXPMKLXI\EQTPIWSJLS[GSQQYRMXMIWSVKERM^EXMSRWSVMRHMZMHYEPWEVIMQTEGXIH
F]ERHWYGGIWWJYPP]EHHVIWWMRKKPSFEP[EVQMRK*SGYWSRXLIMVQSXMZEXMSRWJSVKIXXMRK
MRZSPZIHERHXLIVI[EVHWXLI]VIGIMZIHJSVXEOMRKEGXMSR

tip

*SVQER]%QIVMGERWIQSXMSREPMRWTMVEXMSRMWPMOIP]XSGSQIJVSQVIPMKMSYWPIEHIVW
SVJIPPS[GSQQYRMX]QIQFIVWXEOMRKEGXMSR[LSWLEVIXLIMVWIRWISJHYX]ERH
VIWTSRWMFMPMX]XSJYXYVIKIRIVEXMSRW

tip

'LSSWI[LMGLIQSXMSRWXSXETGEVIJYPP]EWWSQIIQSXMSRWEVIQSVIQSXMZEXMRKXLER
SXLIVW*SVI\EQTPIERKIVXIRHWXSMRWTMVIEGXMSRQSVIXLERJIEV

part two

,EZMRKMRJSVQEXMSREFSYXXLIVMWOWSJMREGXMSRERHXLISTXMSRWERHFIRI½XWSJEGXMRKXSEHHVIWW
global warming is critical. However, the decision to engage and move to either the deliberation
or design stages of change is often an emotional one. Both negative emotions associated with
an awareness of how we personally, our organizations, or our society are contributing to global
warming as well as positive emotions generated by seeing opportunities to address the issue are
important. Both types of emotions can be tapped as long as they are in balance to one another.
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SELF-EVALUATION
Deep-seated personal or organizational self-assessments are often at the heart of the deliberation
about whether or not to make a fundamental change. People and groups must ultimately decide
whether they are happy with the current state of affairs and able to live out their values. They
are often frightened about change because they are unclear what they would need to give up to
engage in activities to address global warming. Climate leaders should develop and use straightforward tools to help people through the self-evaluation process and to determine the upsides of
action.

tip

5YERXMJ]GEVFSRIQMWWMSRWERHWSYVGIW-RGPYHIGPIEVERHEGGIWWMFPIEPXIVREXMZIWXS
GPMQEXIHEQEKMRKFILEZMSVW

tip

(IZIPSTEPMWXSJXLIEHZERXEKIWSJGYVVIRXEGXMZMXMIWXLEXKIRIVEXIGEVFSRIQMWWMSRW
ERHXLIHMWEHZERXEKIWEWWSGMEXIH[MXLWLMJXMRKXSPS[IVIQMWWMSRSTXMSRW MIHVMZMRK
ZIVWYWXEOMRKXLIFYWSVG]GPMRK (IXIVQMRI[LMGLHMWEHZERXEKIWEVITIVQERIRXERH
[LMGLEVIXIQTSVEV]WSXLIHS[RWMHIWERHFIRI½XWSJEGXMSREVIGPIEVP]MPPYWXVEXIH

COMMITMENT
Individuals and organizations move out of design into the doing stage of change only after they
make a public commitment to engage in activities to address global warming. This is energizing
because when commitments are out in the open, peers can provide support and accountability.
7IXXMRKWTIGM½GQMPIWXSRIWERHHYIHEXIWGEREPWSLIPTIRWYVIXLEXWTIGM½GWXITWEVIXEOIR

tip

6I[EVHIEVP]IJJSVXWERHEGXSVW[MXLTYFPMGTVEMWIFYWMRIWWVIJIVVEPWIXG

tip

&IVIEPMWXMGEFSYX[LEXGERFIEGGSQTPMWLIHFYXHSR´XFIEJVEMHXSQEOI
GSQQMXQIRXWXLEXGER´X]IXFIOITX-XMWERMRGVIQIRXEPTVSGIWW

CASE STUDY
1SVIXLER97QE]SVWLEZIWMKRIHEGSSTIVEXMZIEKVIIQIRX
TPIHKMRKXSVIHYGIXLIMVGMXMIW´GEVFSRVIHYGXMSRW8LMWTPIHKI
TVSZMHIWERMRXIVIWXMRKI\EQTPISJERYQFIVSJMQTSVXERX
FILEZMSVGLERKIERHJVEQMRKQIGLERMWQW*MVWXF]XEOMRKETYFPMG
TPIHKIXLIWI97QE]SVWVIMRJSVGIIEGLSXLIV´WGSQQMXQIRXERH
PIEHIVWLMTTSWMXMSRSRGPMQEXIMWWYIW8LI]EVIEPWSGPIEVP]WMKREPPMRK
XSXLIMVGSRWXMXYIRGMIWXLIRIIHJSVEGXMSRRS[VEXLIVXLER[EMXMRK
JSVXIGLRSPSK]XSWEZIYWSVJSVREXMSREPSVKPSFEPEKVIIQIRXWXS
XEOIIJJIGX8LI1E]SVW'PMQEXI4VSXIGXMSR%KVIIQIRXSJJIVWE
WIRWISJLSTIF]MRGPYHMRKEPMWXSJOI]EGXMSRWXLEXGERFIXEOIR
Former Seattle Mayor Greg Nickels
PSGEPP]XSEHHVIWWKPSFEP[EVQMRKERHMQTVSZITISTPI´WPMZIW*MREPP]
XLVSYKLXLI97'SRJIVIRGISJ1E]SVWQYRMGMTEPGPMQEXIPIEHIVWEVIPIEVRMRKJVSQIEGL
SXLIVF]WLEVMRKFIWXTVEGXMGIWMRGEVFSRVIHYGXMSRIJJSVXW
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The Action Stages of Change
°(SMRKERH(IJIRHMRK

O

nce people or organizations enter the later stages of change, basic information campaigns
EVIRSXWYJ½GMIRXXSQSXMZEXIERHIRLERGIIJJSVXWXSEHHVIWWKPSFEP[EVQMRK8LSWI[MPPMRK
to take action need tools and information to help them implement their action plans, as well
as constant positive reinforcement and rewards to keep spirits high and overcome obstacles.
3XLIV[MWIIZIR[LIREXXLI½REPWXEKISJGLERKIMXMWTSWWMFPIXSFEGOXVEGOMRXLITVSGIWW

SUBSTITUTION
Substitution involves identifying factors that elicit unsustainable behaviors and replacing them with
factors that foster more sustainable choices. Substitution also means making reasonable alternatives
available that are simple and affordable, or else damaging behaviors that undermine climate will
continue and negative frames around environmental elitism will be reinforced.

tip

*SGYWSRELERHJYPSJEGXMSRWXLEXTISTPIGERVIEPMWXMGEPP]XEOIXLEX[MPPLEZIELMKL
GEVFSRVIHYGXMSRVIXYVR

tip

4VSZMHIVIKYPEVJIIHFEGOSRXLISYXGSQIWSJWYFWXMXYXMSRIJJSVXW4ISTPI[ERXXS
ORS[LS[XLIMVEGXMSRWEVIMR¾YIRGMRKERMWWYI

tip

(SR´XXV]IZIV]XLMRKEXSRGI7XEVX[MXLWYFWXMXYXMRKFILEZMSVWXLEXEVIVIPEXMZIP]IEW]
ERHQSZIXSEGXMZMXMIWMRZSPZMRKELMKLIVPIZIPSJGSQQMXQIRX

STRUCTURAL CHANGE
Once the decision has been made to change, it is important to redesign the larger environment
to support and reinforce new ways of thinking. Structural change is about creating something new
ERHQSVIWYWXEMREFPIZIVWYWTVSFPIQWSPZMRKXLEXWIIOWXS½\¾E[W[MXLMRI\MWXMRKYRWYWXEMREFPI
approaches.

tip

'VIEXIGSRGVIXIWXVYGXYVEPGLERKIEGXMSRTPERW,S[GERSJ½GITSPMGMIWSVFYMPHMRK
GSHIWFIGLERKIH#;LEXGERFIHSRIXSMRGVIEWIMRZIWXQIRXWMRIRIVK]IJ½GMIRG]EW
[IPPEWXYVRMRKHS[RXLIXLIVQSQIXIVERHVIQIQFIVMRKXSXYVRSJJPMKLXW#

tip

(SR´XXV]XSGLERKIIZIV]XLMRKEXSRGI7XEVXWQEPPERHFYMPHSZIVXMQIXSQSVI
HIQERHMRKWXVYGXYVEPGLERKIW
part two

Some structural changes are technical in nature, such as installing a programmable thermostat, and
others involve redesigning social structures. The later in particular requires the endorsement and
GSRXMRYIHWYTTSVXJVSQSXLIVW%XXLIWEQIXMQI[LIRTYWLMRKJSVWXVYGXYVEPGLERKIMXMWSJXIR
helpful to begin sharing with others what has been learned to date. Teaching is one of the best
ways to learn a subject and can provide ongoing reinforcements.
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CASE STUDY
%WEVIWTSRWIXSKPSFEP[EVQMRK&EROSJ%QIVMGEGSR
WXVYGXIHXLI½VWX0))(TPEXRYQGIVXM½IHLMKLVMWI8LMWMWXLI
LMKLIWXLSRSVWJVSQ0))(ERMRXIVREXMSREPXLMVHTEVX]KVIIR
FYMPHMRKGIVXM½GEXMSRTVSKVEQ8LI&EROSJ%QIVMGE8S[IVMW
XLIWIGSRHXEPPIWXFYMPHMRKMR1ERLEXXER]IXMXGSRWYQIWLEPJ
SJXLIIRIVK]ERH[EXIVSJPIWWMQTVIWWMZILMKLVMWIW;MXLVI
G]GPIHVIYWIHERHWYWXEMREFPIFYMPHMRKQEXMIVEPWERHE½PXIVIH
EMVW]WXIQXLIFYMPHMRKMWGSRWMHIVIHELIEPXL]ERHMRWTMVMRK
TPEGIXS[SVO8LIXS[IVWEZIWQSRI]ERHGEVFSRERHTVS
ZMHIWERI\EQTPISJTSWWMFMPMX]
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ThIA_kh53zs&feature=related

REINFORCEMENT
It is important to recognize and reward accomplishments that have been made. Rewards can be
ZIVFEP½RERGMEPSVWXEXYWVIPEXIHERHXLI]EPWSGERFIKMZIRXS]SYVWIPJWYGLEWXEOMRKXLIQSRI]
saved by biking to work and using it on a dinner out, massage, concert, etc.

tip

7IXYTE[EVHERHVIGSKRMXMSRGIVIQSRMIWJSVMRHMZMHYEPWERHSVKERM^EXMSRWXLEXEVI
EGXMZIP]IRKEKMRKMREGXMZMXMIWXSEHHVIWWKPSFEP[EVQMRK

tip

)WXEFPMWLRIX[SVOW[LIVITISTPIGERQIIXVIKYPEVP]XSHMWGYWWEGXMSRTPERWERHFIWX
TVEGXMGIW

CASE STUDY
8LI'PMQEXI0IEHIVWLMT-RMXMEXMZI´W'PMQEXI1EWXIVTVSKVEQWTVSZMHI
EGXMSRSVMIRXIHIHYGEXMSRERHXVEMRMRKXSLIPTMRHMZMHYEPWFYWMRIWWIWERH
]SYXLVIHYGIKVIIRLSYWIKEWIQMWWMSRWERHTVITEVIJSVPSGEPGPMQEXI
MQTEGXW8LITVSKVEQWQSXMZEXIFILEZMSVGLERKIEQSRKWXTEVXMGMTERXW
[LSPIEVRXSZMI[XLIMVHE]XSHE]HIGMWMSRWXLVSYKLE±GPMQEXI½PXIV²
4EVXMGMTERXWEXXIRHXLMVX]LSYVWSJXVEMRMRKERHZSPYRXIIVXSXIEGLSXLIV
GSQQYRMX]QIQFIVWEXPSGEPIZIRXWSVXLVSYKLTVMZEXIGSRWYPXEXMSRW
8LITVSKVEQEPWSSJJIVWEXVEMRXLIXVEMRIV[SVOWLSTXSIRGSYVEKIERHWYTTSVXXLI
GSRXMRYEXMSRSJXLITVSKVEQEGVSWWXLIGSYRXV]
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TARGETING AUDIENCES AND
UNDERSTANDING THEIR VALUES

P

EVXSJXLIXVMGOMRGVIEXMRKEWYJ½GMIRXWIRWISJXIRWMSRIJ½GEG]ERHFIRI½XWMRXLI
global warming conversation is to tap people’s deeply held values. The Social Capital
Project created The Ecological Roadmap[LMGLMWSRISJXLIPEVKIWXWXYHMIWSR%QIVMGER
environmental attitudes and worldviews. The Roadmap segments the public into ten distinct groups
based on how they rank more than 130 social values. These social values are better indicators than
HIQSKVETLMGW[LIRMXGSQIWXSMR¾YIRGMRKTISTPI´WIRKEKIQIRXMRIRZMVSRQIRXEPMWWYIW
The Roadmap MPPYWXVEXIWXLEXXLI±TYFPMG²MWRSXEPPXLIWEQI%WEVIWYPXEGVMXMGEPEWTIGXSJ
developing effective public engagement campaigns is to target audience segments and develop
outreach and behavior change approaches that tap into the values those segments hold. For
example, concern for the environment is increasing within a handful of segments of the public. Yet
what often appeals to these environmentally-minded segments can be alienating for others, even
for people who may have a connection to the outdoors but who do not identify with the image of
environmentalists.
;LMPITVSNIGXFYHKIXWQE]RSXEPPS[JSVEVI½RIHWIKQIRXEXMSRETTVSEGLMXMWWXMPPMQTSVXERXXS
keep a limited number of audiences in mind when developing outreach campaigns and to avoid
framing issues in ways that inadvertently creates opposition to climate policies and programs.

SEGMENT

U.S. WORLDVIEW ON THE ENVIRONMENT

Greenest Americans

9%

Everything is connected, and our daily actions have
an impact on the environment.

Idealists

3%

Green lifestyles are part of a new way of being.

Caretakers

24%

Healthy families need a healthy environment.

Traditionalists

20%

Religion and morality dictate actions in a world
where humans are superior to nature.

Driven Independents

7%

Protecting the earth is fine as long as it doesn’t get
in the way of success.

Murky Middles

17%

Indifferent to most everything, including the
environment.

Fatalists

5%

Getting material and status needs met on a daily
basis trumps worries about the planet.

Materialists

7%

Little can be done to protect the environment, so
why not get a piece of the pie.

Cruel Worlders

6%

Resentment and isolation leave no room for
environmental concerns.

UnGreens

3%

Environmental degradation and pollution are
inevitable parts of America’s prosperity.

part two

%
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GREENEST AMERICANS
8LI+VIIRIWX%QIVMGERWEVIXLIQSWXGSRGIVRIHEFSYXKPSFEP[EVQMRKXLIQSWXTSPMXMGEPP]
IRKEKIHERHEVIQSWXWYTTSVXMZISJIRZMVSRQIRXEPSVKERM^EXMSRW8LIWIEJ¾YIRXLMKLP]IHYGEXIH
%QIVMGERWGERSJXIREJJSVHXSQEOIKVIIRGSRWYQIVGLSMGIWWYGLEWIRZMVSRQIRXEPP]JVMIRHP]
LSQIVIRSZEXMSRW+MZIRXLEXQSWX+VIIRIWX%QIVMGERWGERFIJSYRHMRXLIPEXIVWXEKIWSJGLERKI
it is possible to engage this group in the political process as well as provide incentives for this group
to move to more carbon-neutral lifestyles.

tip

8LI+VIIRIWX%QIVMGERWEVIXLIQSWXMRJSVQIHEFSYXIRZMVSRQIRXEPMWWYIW=IXIZIR
XLI]RIIHXSFIKYMHIH[LIRMXGSQIWXSHIXIVQMRMRKXLIQSWXIJJIGXMZI[E]WXS
EHHVIWWKPSFEP[EVQMRK'VIEXIXSSPWXLEXLIPTXLIWIIEKIV%QIVMGERWQIEWYVIERH
VIHYGIXLIMVGEVFSRJSSXTVMRXWYGLEWGSRWYQIVKYMHIWERHGEVFSRGEPGYPEXSVW%WO
XLIGMZMGEPP]QMRHIH+VIIRIWX%QIVMGERWXSLIPTIRKEKIXLIMVRIMKLFSVWJEQMPMIWERH
JVMIRHW

7EQTPIJVEQMRK
We know you do your part. You recycle, save energy,
try to drive less. Now global warming is calling us to
do more. It impacts every other environmental issue
and touches so many other concerns. We have a
responsibility in the United States to act as a leader
by creating new laws that limit carbon and other
greenhouse gas emissions and by investing in clean
IRIVK]XIGLRSPSKMIW%XXLIWEQIXMQI[IQYWXRSX
forget that there are things we can do in our daily lives
that can reduce carbon.








68% rank global warming
as one of the most
important issues
9% of adults
35% make $100k+
49% have post grad degree
25% are 65+ years of age
89% Caucasian
93% very likely to vote

:EPYIWXS8ET
Ecological Concern
'SQJSVX[MXL%QFMKYMX]
Civic Engagement
Global Consciousness

:EPYIWXS%ZSMH
%QIVMGER)RXMXPIQIRX
'SR½HIRGIMR&MK 
Business
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IDEALISTS
=SYRKIVERHPIWWTSPMXMGEPXLERXLI+VIIRIWX%QIVMGERWXLI-HIEPMWXWI\TVIWWXLIWIGSRHLMKLIWX
level of concern about global warming. Though they only represent three percent of the public,
QIQFIVWSJXLMWWIKQIRXLEZIXLITSXIRXMEPXSFIERMR¾YIRXMEPXLVIITIVGIRX8LI-HIEPMWXWPSSOXS
technology for solutions and are interested in investments being made in carbon-free energy
sources. Keep in mind that while the majority of the Idealists may be in the later stages of change
when it comes to awareness and taking individual action steps, such as converting their cars to run
on biodiesel, they are not politically engaged.

tip

8LI-HIEPMWXWEVIPS[SRXLIZEPYI±XVYWX²8LI]RIIHXSWIIXLITVSSJJSVXLIQWIPZIW
XLEXTVSKVIWWMWFIMRKQEHI'SRRIGXMRHMZMHYEPEGXWXSXLIRIIHJSVW]WXIQMGGLERKI
ERHMPPYWXVEXIXLIFIRI½XWSJTSPMXMGEPIRKEKIQIRX8ETMRXSXLIMVERXMEYXLSVMXEVMER
ZEPYIWF]VIZIEPMRK[LSWXERHWXS[MRERHPSWIJVSQMREGXMSRSRGPMQEXIMWWYIW+MZIR
XLEXXLI]EVIJSGYWIHSRGVIEXMZMX]ERHWIPJI\TVIWWMSREWO-HIEPMWXWXSTPE]EVSPI
MRSYXVIEGLTEVXMGYPEVP]MRLIPTMRKGPMQEXIQIWWEKIWXSKSZMVEPXLVSYKLXLIMVWSGMEP
RIX[SVOW

7EQTPIJVEQMRK
Global warming is a big deal. To address it, we need the
government and businesses to invest heavily in new clean
energy technologies. But let’s face it, that’s not going to
happen until the powers that be feel the squeeze on their
bottom lines. Be part of creating the new energy reality. Stop
supporting corporate oil. Ride your bike, run your car on
veggie oil. Raise your voice with decision makers and inspire
your friends to do the same.








51% rank global warming
as one of the most
important issues
3% of adults
34% make >$100k
44% between 25-44 years of age
29& are students
73% Caucasian
53% very likely to vote

:EPYIWXS8ET
Enthusiasm for New
Technology
6INIGXMSRSJ%YXLSVMX]
%QIVMGER(VIEQ

:EPYIWXS%ZSMH
Duty
Saving on Principle
Importance of Discipline

FRAMING IN PLAY

part two

-R3GXSFIVXLI'EQTEMKRQSFMPM^IHQSVIXLERSRIQMPPMSR
TISTPIMRGSYRXVMIWEGVSWWXLI[SVPHXSIRKEKIMREKPSFEPHE]SJEG
XMSRSRGPMQEXIMWWYIWF]GVIEXMRKIQSXMSREPMRWTMVEXMSRJSVXLSWIVIEH]
XSEGX9WMRKWSGMEPQIHMEERHKVEWWVSSXWSVKERM^MRKETTVSEGLIWXLI
'EQTEMKRGSRRIGXIH[MPPMRKGMXM^IRWXSSRIERSXLIVJSVTIIVWYTTSVXERHXSKMZITISTPI
a taste of collective action and that their own small efforts at a local level are part of some
XLMRKPEVKIVERHTS[IVJYPhttp://www.350.org/media
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CARETAKERS
The Caretakers are the largest segment in the Roadmap, representing almost a quarter of the
public. While they hold strong ecological values, they are not ideological in their approach and
KIRIVEPP]PMOIXSEZSMHGSR¾MGX2YVXYVMRKERHJEQMP]JSGYWIHXLIWIGSQQYRMX]QMRHIH%QIVMGERW
place great importance on local issues such as children’s health and access to clean parks and play
areas. Caretakers do think about global warming, but they are more concerned about other issues
such as gas prices and rising energy costs.

tip

6IWTSRWMFMPMX]GSQQSRWIRWIERHIZIV]HE]IXLMGWWLSYPHHVMZIKPSFEP[EVQMRK
JVEQMRKETTVSEGLIWJSVXLI'EVIXEOIVW[LSRIIHXSWIILS[KPSFEP[EVQMRKMW
GSRRIGXIHXSXLMRKWXLI]EVIEPVIEH]GSRGIVRIHF]WYGLEWXLIMVGLMPHVIR´W[IPPFIMRK
8LIMHIESJWXI[EVHWLMTETTIEPWXSXLI'EVIXEOIVW[LS[ERXXSWIITVSFPIQWWSPZIH
ERH[MPPWYTTSVXPSGEPEGXMSRSRKPSFEP[EVQMRKMJXLIVIMWEGPIEVIGSRSQMGFIRI½X
SVTSWWMFMPMX]JSVNSFGVIEXMSR7SGMEPP]GSRRIGXIHQIQFIVWSJXLMWWIKQIRXEVIPMOPI]
XSXEOIWXITWXSEHHVIWWKPSFEP[EVQMRKXLEXEVIWYTTSVXIHF]XLIMVGLYVGLERH
GSQQYRMX]KVSYTW

7EQTPIJVEQMRK
It is important to take care of the environment so that our kids and
KVERHOMHWGERLEZIXLIJVIIHSQXSTPE]SYXWMHIERHXS½WLERHGEQT
like we had when we were young. The issue of global warming can
feel overwhelming and it’s hard to have the time and money to make
a difference. But, there are things that everyone one can do, right at
home or in their community, that can also save money and save you
heartburn every time gas and energy prices rise.







44% rank global warming as
one of the most important
issues
24% of adults
 %JVMGER%QIVMGER
18% Hispanic/Latino
60% make <$75k
70% very likely to vote

:EPYIWXS8ET
Group Egalitarianism
%QIVMGER0MFIVX]
Ecological Concern

:EPYIWXS%ZSMH
%QIVMGER)RXMXPIQIRX
Unfettered Individualism

FRAMING IN PLAY
8SVIEGL%QIVMGERW[LSLEZIEVIPMKMSYW[SVPHZMI[WTMVMXYEPPIEHIVWEVISJXIRXLIFIWXQIWWIR
KIVW)EVXL1MRMWXVMIWMR7IEXXPILEWHIZIPSTIHE6IWSYVGIWJSVE'EVFSR*VII0IRXGPMQEXIIHYGEXMSRERH
FILEZMSVGLERKITVSKVEQXSEWWMWXGLYVGLIWMRIRKEKMRKXLIMVGSRKVIKEXMSRWMREHHVIWWMRKKPSFEP[EVQ
MRK8LIKYMHITVSZMHIWXMTWSRLS[XSJVEQIKPSFEP[EVQMRK[MXLMREMRXIVJEMXL'LVMWXMER[SVPHZMI[ERH
SJJIVWEGXMSRMXIQWJSVIEGLHE]SJ0IRX8LIKYMHIMRGPYHIWXLIJSPPS[MRKWXEXIQIRXJVSQ4VIWF]XIVMER
USA:
±+PSFEP;EVQMRKMWPMOIP]XSMRGVIEWILYRKIV-X[MPPLMXXLITSSVLEVHIWX'PMQEXIGLERKI SVKPSFEP[EVQ
MRK MWEPVIEH]EJJIGXMRKERH[MPPHVEQEXMGEPP]MQTEGXJSSHTVSHYGXMSRTEXXIVRW;IEVIGEPPIHEW'LVMWXMERW
XSPSZISYVRIMKLFSVWERHLS[[IMRHMZMHYEPP]ERHGSVTSVEXIP]VIEGXXSGPMQEXIGLERKIERHSYVS[RVSPI
MRGEYWMRKKPSFEP[EVQMRKHIQSRWXVEXIWXLMW[MXRIWWXS+SH;LMPIXLIPMROQE]RSXETTIEVSFZMSYWEX
½VWXVIHYGMRKSYVIRIVK]YWITEVXMGYPEVP]SYVYWISJJSWWMPJYIPWMWSRI[E]SJHIQSRWXVEXMRKSYVPSZIJSV
SYVRIMKLFSVW²LXXTIEVXLQMRMWXV]SVKTVSKVEQW[EMTP[EMTPPIRXIRTVE]IVVI¾IGXMSRKYMHI
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TRADITIONALISTS
The second-largest segment of the public are the Traditionalists who tend to be found in the earlier
stages of change. They do not place importance on global warming in part because they do not see
how it will impact people. Traditionalists are very religious and are not certain whether global warming
is caused by humans, natural causes, or both; members of this older, conservative and rural segment are
much more concerned about gas and energy costs.

tip

%ZSMHEJSGYWSRXLIGEYWIWSJKPSFEP[EVQMRKERHWLMJXXLIHMWGYWWMSRXSSYV
VIWTSRWMFMPMX]XSTVSXIGXKSH´WGVIEXMSRSYVVIWTSRWMFMPMX]XSJYXYVIKIRIVEXMSRWERHXLI
RIIHXSVIHYGIXLIVMWOWEWWSGMEXIH[MXLGPMQEXIMQTEGXW8ETMRXSXLIMVMRXIVIWXMRVYVEP
IGSRSQMGHIZIPSTQIRXF]½PPMRKMRXLITMGXYVISJLS[MRZIWXQIRXWMRGPIERGEVFSRJVII
IRIVK]WSYVGIWGERTVSXIGXXLIUYEPMX]SJPMJIERHYRMUYIGLEVEGXIVSJVYVEPGSQQYRMXMIW
1IWWEKIW[MPPLEZITEVXMGYPEVVIWSRERGI[LIRHIPMZIVIHF]VIWTIGXIHEYXLSVMX]½KYVIW
WYGLEWEQMRMWXIVSVWYGGIWWJYPFYWMRIWWPIEHIV

7EQTPIJVEQMRK
You may have been hearing more talk about global warming but
are unsure if there is anything we can do about it. Regardless of
the cause, being responsible stewards means ensuring that our
children have the opportunity to enjoy the high quality of life
we enjoy. Global warming threatens that way of life, particularly
in communities where the economy is dependent on a stable
climate for growing food, harvesting timber, and providing recreational and tourism opportunities. Investing in clean energy can
bring economic development to communities that need it without destroying our way of life.






22% rank global warming
as one of the most
important issues
20% of adults
81% Caucasian
67% Conservative Protestants
55% live in a rural location or small
town

:EPYIWXS8ET
Duty
National Pride
Liberal
Communitarianism
%PXVYMWQ

:EPYIWXS%ZSMH
Excessive Taxation
%TSGEP]TWI
Humans Superior to
%RMQEPW

FRAMING IN PLAY
;LIRMXGSQIWXSVIEGLMRKSPHIVGSRWIVZEXMZIWIKQIRXWSJXLITYFPMGGLSSWMRKXLIVMKLXQIWWIRKIV
MWSJXIRXLIOI]XSWYGGIWW2EXMSREPWIGYVMX]I\TIVXWJSVI\EQTPIEVIJEVQSVIPMOIP]XLERIRZMVSR
QIRXEPZSMGIWXSVIWSREXI[MXL8VEHMXMSREPMWXW8LI'IRXIVJSV2EZEP%REP]WIW´1MPMXEV]%HZMWSV]&SEVH
SR2EXMSREP7IGYVMX]ERHXLI8LVIEXSJ'PMQEXI'LERKIMRZSPZIWPIEHMRKQMPMXEV]ERHWIGYVMX]I\TIVXW
MRVIWIEVGLERHSYXVIEGLERHTVSZMHIEGSQTIPPMRKTIVWTIGXMZIMRXLIKPSFEP[EVQMRKGSRZIVWE
XMSR,IVIMW[LEX+IRIVEP%RXLSR]>MRRM971' VIX ERHJSVQIV'LMIJSJ97*SVGIWMRXLI1MHHPI
)EWXWE]WEFSYXKPSFEP[EVQMRK
part two

±8LIVIQE]FIWSQIHIFEXIEWXSHIKVIIERHEJJIGX&YXXLITSMRXMWMJ]SYNYWX[VMXISJJXLIWGMIRGI
MJ]SYHSR´XEGGITX[LEXWIIQWXSQIXSFIXLIQENSVMX]ZMI[XLIR]SYEVIWE]MRK]SYEVIKSMRKXS
VSPPXLIHMGIERHXEOIEGLERGI%RH-XLMROMJ]SYPSSOEXXLITSXIRXMEPSYXGSQIWSJXLEX[I[SYPHWII
XLEXJSVSYVGLMPHVIRERHSYVKVERHGLMPHVIRXLEXXLEXGSYPHFIEHMWEWXIV8LI][MPPPSSOFEGOERHWE]
]SYWLSYPHLEZIWIIRXLMW=SYWLSYPHLEZIXEOIRXLITVYHIRXGSYVWISJEGXMSRERHTVITEVIHJSVXLMW
=SYWLSYPHLEZIXEOIRXLIEGXMSRWXSPIWWIRXLIMQTEGX²
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DRIVEN INDEPENDENTS
Most of the status-seeking Driven Independents are still predominantly stuck in the deliberation
WXEKISJGLERKIFIGEYWIXLI]EVIG]RMGEPXLEXSYVHSKIEXHSKWSGMIX][MPPRSXWMKRM½GERXP]EHHVIWW
global warming. Financially successful, this segment skews more male than any other; global warming
[MPPFIGSQISJMRXIVIWXXSXLIQ[LIRXLI]WIIE[E]XLI]GERTIVWSREPP]FIRI½XWYGLEWQEOMRK
money. Their environmental values are neutral – Driven Independents don’t really take a position
but they are also not likely to oppose those who do as long as they don’t stand in the way of their
path to success.

tip

(VMZIR-RHITIRHIRXWFIPMIZIXLEXXLI]EVIHIWIVZMRKSJELIEPXL]PMJIWX]PIFIEYXMJYP
TPEGIWXSVIGVIEXIMRERH½RERGMEPFIRI½XWSJETVSWTIVSYWKVIIRIGSRSQ]ERHXLI]
EVIHMWWEXMW½IH[LIRXLI]HSR´XEP[E]WKIX[LEXXLI]XLMROXLI]HIWIVZI,IPTHMVIGX
XLMWKVSYTF]XETTMRKMRXSXLIMVIRXLYWMEWQJSVRI[XIGLRSPSKMIWERHQSXMZEXMRKXLIQ
XSWYTTSVXMRZIWXQIRXWMRGPIERIRIVK]SVXSHIGOSYXXLIMVLSQI[MXLXLIPEXIWXMR
IGSPMZMRKERHIRIVK]IJ½GMIRXXIGLRSPSKMIW

7EQTPIJVEQMRK
We need to invest in clean energy technologies that
can help address global warming and that provide
opportunities to make money and save money at the
same time. Business has a role to play in driving this
MRRSZEXMSRERHGVIEXMRKSTTSVXYRMXMIWJSV%QIVMGERW
XSFIRI½XJVSQFIMRKEKPSFEPPIEHIV;IGER´XPIX
China, India and others get ahead and cause the U.S.
to miss out on this chance for prosperity.







29% rank global warming
as one of the most
important issues
7% of adults
65% male
39% college degree
45% live in the suburbs
61% very likely to vote

:EPYIWXS8ET
Saving on Principle
Openness to
Change
Enthusiasm for New
Technology

:EPYIWXS%ZSMH
Rejection of
%YXLSVMX]
Government as
Economic Equalizer
Liberal
Communitarianism
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MURKY MIDDLES
%ZIVEKIMRQER][E]W¯MRGSQIIHYGEXMSREKIHMZIVWMX]¯XLIWI%QIVMGERWWLS[QSHIVEXI
concern about global warming which is consistent with the fact they do not hold strong views on
most issues. The third-largest segment of the public, the Murky Middles tend to follow trends, not
start them and they won’t engage in behavior change until they see others doing it too. Given their
focus on getting ahead, it is not surprising that their worries about energy and gas prices trump
their concern about global warming.

tip

&IGEYWIXLI]EVIEXXLIIEVP]WXEKIWSJGLERKIXLIGEWIJSVTE]MRKEXXIRXMSRXS
KPSFEP[EVQMRKWXMPPRIIHWXSFIQEHIJSVXLI1YVO]1MHHPIWXSFIGSQIIRKEKIH
-RJSVQEXMSRGEQTEMKRWEMQIHEXQIQFIVWSJXLMWWIKQIRXWLSYPHJSGYWSR
QEMRWXVIEQZEPYIWWYGLEWJVIIHSQERHVIWTSRWMFMPMX]1YVO]1MHHPIWWXVSRKP]
believe in the American dream so it is important to expand that dream to include the
VSPISJMRRSZEXMSRERHPIEHIVWLMTMRWLMJXMRKXSEPS[GEVFSRIRIVK]IGSRSQ]

7EQTPIJVEQMRK
These days, it can take every ounce of energy to get ahead;
we are all working harder and for less return. There are
WMQTPIXLMRKW[IGEREPPHSXSKIX%QIVMGEFEGOSRXVEGO
such as saving energy at home. We can save money and
create jobs by making our buildings and cars run on less
energy. It just makes sense.

:EPYIWXS8ET
Equal Relationship with
Youth
Openness to Change

:EPYIWXS%ZSMH
%ZIVWMSRXS'SQTPI\MX]
Enthusiasm for New
Technology
Duty

part two

34% rank global warming
as one of the most
important issues
 17% of adults
 67% make <$75k
 40% identify as Independents
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FATALISTS
The Fatalists tend to be young, culturally diverse and urban. They express one of the highest levels
of concern about global warming yet their strong sense of hopelessness and disempowerment
prevents them from seeing what can be done to address it or what role they might play. Due to
their low socio-economic status, the Fatalists are more concerned about gas and energy prices than
any other segment of the public.

tip

8SVIEGLXLI*EXEPMWXWGPMQEXIPIEHIVWQYWXMPPYWXVEXIXLEXGLERKIMWTSWWMFPIERH
XLEXXLIVI[MPPFIHMVIGXFIRI½XWXSKIXXMRKMRZSPZIH7E]MRKMXMWRSXIRSYKL8LI
TSWWMFMPMX]SJGLERKIQYWXFII\TIVMIRGIH+MZIRXLEXXLI]EVIGPSWIP]XMIHXSXLIMV
JEQMP]ERHGSQQYRMX]GYPXYVI*EXEPMWXWWIIMWWYIWXLVSYKLEGYPXYVEPPIRW[LMGL
QIERWXLEXIQTLEWM^MRK[LEXEHHVIWWMRKKPSFEP[EVQMRKQIERWXSPSGEPGSQQYRMXMIW
MWEQYWX

7EQTPIJVEQMRK
Global warming is already starting to impact our communities. It
feels like such a huge issue and can be confusing to sort out in
terms of what can be done. But there are already places across
the country where business, government, and people have
come together and taken tried and true steps that save energy
and reduce our reliance on foreign oil. This is helping to make
%QIVMGEEWEJIVTPEGIERHXLIEMVEPMXXPIIEWMIVXSFVIEXLI








46% rank global warming
as one of the most
important issues
5% of adults
 %JVMGER%QIVMGERERH 
Hispanic/Latino
30% between 15-24 years of age
23% are students
65% <$50k
37% live in a central city area

:EPYIWXS8ET
%GXMZI+SZIVRQIRX
Saving on Principle
Importance of
National Security

:EPYIWXS%ZSMH
Ecological Fatalism
Openness to Change
Liberal
Communitarianism

FRAMING IN PLAY
1EVOIWI&V]ERX EOE(SS(EX TVSHYGIH±8LI(VIEQ
6IFSVR 1]4VIWMHIRXMW+VIIR ²EGSQTIPPMRKZMHIS
XLEXXMIWKPSFEP[EVQMRKXSIGSRSQMGHIZIPSTQIRXERH
MQTVSZMRKXLIUYEPMX]SJPMJIJSVMRRIVGMX]VIWMHIRXW8LI
ZMHISMRWTMVIH8LI(VIEQ6IFSVR:MHIS'SRXIWXF]XLI
SVKERM^EXMSR+VIIR*SV%PP[LMGLWYGGIWWJYPP]JVEQIWKPSFEP
[EVQMRKERHPIZIVEKIRI[QIHMEERHWSGMEPRIX[SVOMRKMRE
[E]XLEXVIWSREXIW[MXL]SYRKIV%QIVMGERW
http://contestvote.greenforall.org/videos/green-anthem
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MATERIALISTS
The Materialists are young, urban and multicultural. They often feel socially isolated and directionless.
They are largely focused on themselves and living in the moment and as a result, they are among
XLIPIEWXGSRGIVRIH%QIVMGERWEFSYXKPSFEP[EVQMRK=IXIZIRXLIQENSVMX]SJXLI1EXIVMEPMWXW
agree that the issue matters to some extent and this belief needs to be cultivated given that they
will face increasing impacts of global warming over their lifetime.

tip

-X[MPPFIEGLEPPIRKIXSIRKEKIXLI1EXIVMEPMWXWKMZIRLS[YRMRXIVIWXIHXLI]EVI
MRJSPPS[MRKXLIRI[WPIXEPSRIZSXMRK%XXLIWEQIXMQIXLI1EXIVMEPMWXWHSLEZI
XLMRKWMRGSQQSR[MXLXLI+VIIRIWX%QIVMGERWWYGLEWXLIMV[MPPMRKRIWWXSVINIGX
XLIWXEXYWUYSERHXLIMVGSQJSVX[MXLEQFMKYMX]'EQTEMKRWXLEXYWIERERXM
EYXLSVMXEVMERXSRIGSYPHVIWSREXI+MZIRXLIMVJSGYWSRMQEKIERHXLVMPPWIIOMRK
QIQFIVWSJXLMWWIKQIRXQMKLXFITIVWYEHIHF]GPMQEXIJVMIRHP]GIPIFVMXMIWSVQE]
XYRIMRXSMRXIRWII\TIVMIRXMEPSYXVIEGLIJJSVXW

7EQTPIJVEQMRK
Okay, let’s get real. You may be too busy to sit around and
[SVV]EFSYXKPSFEP[EVQMRK%RH]SYQMKLXRSXXLMROER]XLMRK
can be done about it in this world where everyone is just out
for themselves. Yet being cynical doesn’t mean you can’t care.
%RH[LMPIFYWMRIWWIWERHXLIKSZIVRQIRXRIIHXSWXITMRXS
make sure we have a future, it’s your time to make a difference
too. Get involved. Get noticed.

:EPYIWXS8ET
Pursuit of Intensity
'SR½HIRGIMR&MK&YWMRIWW
Need for Status
Recognition
%GXMZI+SZIVRQIRX

:EPYIWXS%ZSMH
Religiosity
Ecological Fatalism
Civic Engagement

part two






25% rank global warming
as one of the most
important issues
7% of adults
36% between 15-24 years of age
22% are students
43% likely to vote
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CRUEL WORLDERS
8LI'VYIP;SVPHIVWEVIVIWIRXJYPXLEXXLI]LEZIFIIRPIJXSYXSJXLI%QIVMGERHVIEQ0EVKIP]
older, white, and urban members of this lower-income, disempowered segment tend to blame
SXLIVWJSVXLIMVGLEPPIRKIW2IKEXMZIEFSYXQER]XLMRKWMRPMJIXLIWILEVHIHKIH%QIVMGERWEGGITX
that global warming will have an impact on our lives but they are still at the early stages of change
FIGEYWIXLI]LEZISRISJXLIPS[IWXPIZIPWSJGSR½HIRGIXLEXER]XLMRKGERFIHSRIXSEHHVIWWMX

tip

8LI'VYIP;SVPHIVWEVIRSXETVMSVMX]WIKQIRXXSXEVKIXJSVSYXVIEGL8LIMV
GSRGIVRWLS[IZIVWLSYPHFIXEOIRMRXSGSRWMHIVEXMSRWSXLI]HSRSXMREHZIVXIRXP]
FIGSQISTTSRIRXWXSGPMQEXIEGXMSR[LIRJSVI\EQTPIHIWMKRMRKTVSKVEQWXLEX
TVSXIGXGSRWYQIVWJVSQTE]MRKXLITVMGIEWWSGMEXIH[MXLWLMJXMRKXSRI[IRIVK]
WSYVGIW8LI]QMKLXEPWSFITIVWYEHIHF]KVIIRNSFHIZIPSTQIRXTVSKVEQW
TEVXMGYPEVP]MJXLI]SVXLIMVJEQMP]ERHJVMIRHWHMVIGXP]I\TIVMIRGIXLIFIRI½XWF]
LEZMRKEKVIIRNSFXLEXMRGVIEWIWXLIMVWSGMSIGSRSQMGWXEXYW

7EQTPIJVEQMRK
%QIVMGEORS[WLS[XSJEGIXSYKLGLEPPIRKIW;ILEZI
faced them before and have had the creativity and
resiliency to prevail. Our entrepreneurial spirit will help
YWWXE]ELIEHSJXLITEGO[LIRMXGSQIWXS½RHMRKRI[
energy sources that we can use to power our lives and
save money. Global warming is already impacting the
%QIVMGER[E]SJPMJI






29% rank global warming
as one of the most
important issues
6% of adults
26% make <$30k
85% Caucasian
38% work in semi- to unskilled trade

:EPYIWXS8ET
Entrepreneurialism
%QIVMGER)RXMXPIQIRX
Tried and True

:EPYIWXS%ZSMH
%ZIVWMSRXS'SQTPI\MX]
8IGLRSPSK]%R\MIX]
Every Man for Himself
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UNGREENS
The vast majority of the UnGreens do not consider global warming to be an important issue. More
than any other group, this conservative segment believes global warming is occurring due to natural
causes and thinks there is nothing that can be done. This is consistent with their anti-environmental
attitudes and fatalism. While they enjoy spending time outdoors, they reject the notion of
environmentalism and environmentalists because of the political ideology associated with those
concepts.

tip

-RXIVIWXMRKP]IRSYKL[LMPIQER]9R+VIIRWEGXMZIP]HIR]XLEXKPSFEP[EVQMRKMWVIEP
WSQISJXLIQEVIMRZIWXMRKMRIRIVK]IJ½GMIRG]ERHEPXIVREXMZIIRIVK]¯RSXFIGEYWI
SJKPSFEP[EVQMRKFYXMRXLIREQISJWIPJWYJ½GMIRG]ERHVIHYGMRK97HITIRHIRGI
SRJSVIMKRSMP(SR´XXEPOEFSYXKPSFEP[EVQMRKEWERIRZMVSRQIRXEPMWWYIMXRIIHW
XSFIEFSYXJVIIHSQMRHITIRHIRGIERHWIPJVIPMERGI8LIOI]MWXLEXKPSFEP[EVQMRK
GER´XFIXEPOIHEFSYXEWERIRZMVSRQIRXEPMWWYI-XRIIHWXSFIEFSYXJVIIHSQWIPJ
VIPMERGIERHMRHITIRHIRGIJVSQJSVIMKRSMP

7EQTPIJVEQMRK
%QIVMGERIIHWXSKIXFEGOSRXVEGOERHVIWXSVISYVTPEGIMRXLI
world by investing in clean, reliable energy that never runs out.
We must become more self-reliant so we don’t continue to fall
prey to the interests of foreign oil producers who threaten our
well-being. Whether you believe global warming is real or not,
many corporate leaders see that there is money to be made
MRPS[GEVFSRIRIVK]TVSHYGXMSR%RHVIQIQFIVWIPJVIPMERGI
starts at home by taking steps to use less energy, such as weather
WXVMTTMRKERHFY]MRKQSVIIJ½GMIRXETTPMERGIW




:EPYIWXS8ET
National Pride
Importance of
Discipline
'SR½HIRGIMR&MK
Business

:EPYIWXS%ZSMH
Ecological Concern
Global Consciousness
Comfort with
%QFMKYMX]

part two






13% rank global warming
as one of the most
important issues
3% of adults
63% male
32% make >$100k
53% live in a rural area or small
town
96% identify as conservatives
83% very likely to vote
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VALUES AND NARRATIVE
'SRRIGXMRK[MXLXLITYFPMGSREZEPYIWPIZIPVIUYMVIWXLIIJJIGXMZIYWISJREVVEXMZI%WE
result, storytelling is a critical part of any global warming outreach and behavior change
effort.
Marshall Ganz, Lecturer in Public Policy at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government and
a veteran grassroots organizer, focuses on the role of narrative in social change. He argues
for the use of storytelling that incorporates enough facts for people to understand the issue
at hand, but that also motivates people to action through emotion.
%PPWXSVMIWLEZIXLVIITEVXW¯ETPSXETVSXEKSRMWXERHEQSVEP%TPSXKIXW]SYMRXIVIWXIH
in an issue by creating tension. It is the unexpected or the unknown. The plot pulls us in
because we are all familiar with facing the unknown and having to make choices. In a story,
a protagonist faces a challenge and must then make a choice and face the outcome of that
choice. When we can identify with the protagonist, the choice outcome teaches us a moral.
;IJIIPWSQIXLMRKVEXLIVXLERNYWXYRHIVWXERHXLIJEGXW%TS[IVJYPWXSV]EPPS[WYWXS
embrace hope over fear, something greatly needed in the global warming conversation.
To take advantage of how storytelling can motivate action, narrative must reveal who you
are and the values you hold to your audience. Ganz calls this the Story of Self and it is critical
to develop for anyone engaged in public outreach. The Story of Self communicates key
PMJII\TIVMIRGIWXLEXMPPYWXVEXI]SYVQSVEP½FIVJVSQIEVP]GLMPHLSSHPIWWSRWXSQENSVPMJI
transformations.
The Story of Self must be connected to the Story of Us or narrative that emphasizes the
organization or community that you are a part of and what it stands for. Rather than a
mission statement or factual account, the Story of Us shares pivotal moments, both triumphs
and failures, that shaped that organization or community. It helps illustrate for others why
people would want to associate with your group. Finally, the Story of Self and Story of Us are
joined by the Story of Now or narrative that calls out the issues that demands our attention
EXXLMWQSQIRXMRXMQI%JXIVWLEVMRKZEPYIWERHEWTMVEXMSRXLIStory of Now reveals that
the world is not in keeping with those values and aspirations and that we need to work to
resolve the tension created by that disconnect. It emphasizes what is to be lost or gained by
XEOMRKEGXMSRERHMRGPYHIWEWTIGM½GVIUYIWXJSVXLIEYHMIRGIXSNSMRXLIIJJSVX
By developing narrative that incorporates a story of self, us and now, climate leaders can
create more motivating, values-based outreach efforts.
www.hks.harvard.edu/fs/mganz/teaching.htm
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CONCLUSION
When it comes to addressing global warming, there is often debate among climate leaders as
to whether the focus should be on the passage and adoption of climate policies or on individual
behavior change. Given the creativity, innovation and determination needed to mitigate and adapt
to climate impacts, both approaches are needed and ideally, would be strategically integrated and
working together to help with the transition to a more sustainable, low-carbon economy. Rather
XLERLEZMRKPMWXWSJXLI½JX]XLMRKWXLEXGERFIHSRIXSEHHVIWWKPSFEP[EVQMRKXLITYFPMG[ERXWXS
know about two or three actions, that if taken regularly, would have the greatest impact. If climate
PIEHIVWGERTVSZMHIHMVIGXMSRSR[LEXXLSWIEGXMSRWGERFIMPPYWXVEXILS[XEOMRKXLSWIEGXMSRW½X
into the larger picture, and provide regular feedback regarding progress being made, the public
is likely to not only reduce carbon but support policies that do the same. Perhaps even more
importantly, given the long-term nature of the issue, engaging in individual behavior change helps
builds the type of social values that underlies sustainable decision-making and can result in support
for the enforcement of climate policies.
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APPENDIX

A Word about the Climate Science Debate

I

RXLI7SGMEP'ETMXEP4VSNIGXGSQQMWWMSRIHEWXYH]SJ½ZI]IEVWSJTYFPMGSTMRMSRTSPPMRK
SRKPSFEP[EVQMRK%XXLEXXMQII\GITXJSVEWQEPPRYQFIVSJGPMQEXIHIRMIVWHIFEXIEFSYX
GPMQEXIWGMIRGILEHPEVKIP]HMIHHS[R8LIQENSVMX]SJ%QIVMGERWEGGITXIHXLEXKPSFEP[EVQMRK
was real and needed to be addressed. The advice we gave was to leave the science debate behind
and to focus on building a sense of urgency and priority by talking about climate impacts and
solutions.
In 2009, the climate science debate began once again to dominate the public conversation on
global warming. It is important to keep in mind that attacks on climate science are largely being
raised by individuals and organizations funded by carbon-emitting energy companies who have an
economic stake in avoiding the adoption of new climate policies.

-4''´WTVSNIGXIHWYVJEGIXIQTIVEXYVIGLERKIWJSVXLIWXGIRXYV]

While it is sometimes necessary for climate leaders to respond to attacks on climate science, it
is important to avoid taking the deniers’ bait by becoming defensive of the science and the need
JSVGIVXEMRX]%QYGLFIXXIVFIXMWXSVIQMRHEYHMIRGIWXLEXPMJIWSQIXMQIWGEPPWSRYWXSEGX
responsibly without being 100% certain, and to pivot the conversation to concrete impacts we are
EPVIEH]JEGMRKXLIFIRI½XWSJEHHVIWWMRKKPSFEP[EVQMRKERHXLIVMWOWEWWSGMEXIH[MXLMREGXMSR
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8EPOMRK4SMRXW
-R)GS%QIVMGE´WVITSVXXMXPIHClimate and Energy Truths, researchers Drew Westin and Celinda
0EOISYXPMRIERYQFIVSJEVKYQIRXWXLEXVIWSREXI[MXL%QIVMGERW[LIRMXGSQIWXSGPMQEXI
science.
 “We can argue why the 10 hottest years in
recorded history have all occurred in the last
X[SHIGEHIW%RH[IGEREVKYIEFSYXXLIGEYWIW
of the changing weather patterns we’ve all seen
¯XLI¾SSHWHVSYKLXWLYVVMGERIWERHXSVREHSIW
But whatever the causes, scientists agree there is
something we can do about it: stop polluting the
air with chemicals that get trapped in the Earth’s
atmosphere, upset the balance that sustains all
of life on Earth, and contribute to diseases like
asthma and emphysema.”
 ±0SGEPXIQTIVEXYVIWEP[E]W¾YGXYEXIREXYVEPP]&YX[LIRXLILSXXIWX]IEVWSR
record have all occurred since 1990, we have a problem. We also have a problem
[LIRXLI%QIVMGER0YRK%WWSGMEXMSRVITSVXWXLEXXS\MGGLIQMGEPWMRXLIEMV[I
FVIEXLIEVIEJJIGXMRKXLILIEPXLSJRIEVP]LEPJSJEPP%QIVMGERW-X´WXMQI[ITVSXIGX
our atmosphere, end our reliance of foreign energy, and recharge our economy by
developing a clean, safe energy economy for the 21st century.”
 “Scientists predicted over 40 years ago that if we didn’t stop producing so much
pollution from power plants, factories, and cars, it would melt the polar ice caps and
lead to changes in the weather, like increasingly destructive hurricanes, droughts, and
JSVIWX½VIW=SYHSR´XLEZIXSFIEWGMIRXMWXXSYRHIVWXERHXLEX%PP]SYLEZIXSHSMW
look out your window at mountaintops that used to be snow-covered or watch the
news.”
 “When scientists have come to an overwhelming consensus, like that smoking causes
heart disease and cancer, we’ve always acted. But too often we’ve delayed because
politicians listened to special interests and their paid “experts,” like when the tobacco
industry insisted cigarettes were safe. Now we’re in the same place again.”
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FRAMING IN PLAY
%RSXLIVGVMXMGEPMWWYIMRJVEQMRKXLIGPMQEXIWGMIRGIHIFEXIMWXLIGLSMGISJQIWWIRKIVW
'PMQEXIWGMIRXMWXWLEZIFIIRXLIQEMRZSMGIWHIJIRHMRKGPMQEXIWGMIRGI]IXXLMWSJXIR
emphasizes that the science is the problem, rather than political, economic, or moral
UYIWXMSRWMRZSPZIH%XXLIWEQIXMQIGPMQEXIWGMIRXMWXWWXMPPLEZIERMQTSVXERXVSPIXSTPE]MR
VIMRJSVGMRKXLIXLVIEXTSWIHF]KPSFEP[EVQMRK8LIMVZSMGIWLS[IZIVRIIHXSFINSMRIHF]
EVERKISJMR¾YIRXMEPXLSYKLXPIEHIVWERHI\TIVXW
+IRIVEP+SVHSR67YPPMZER97% 6IX ¯'LEMVQER1MPMXEV]%HZMWSV]&SEVH*SVQIV'LMIJ
SJ7XEJJ97%VQ]
±;IWIIQXSFIWXERHMRKF]ERHJVEROP]EWOMRKJSVTIVJIGXRIWWMRWGMIRGI©4ISTPIEVI
WE]MRKXLI][ERXXSFIGSRZMRGIHTIVJIGXP]8LI][ERXXSORS[XLIGPMQEXIWGMIRGI
TVSNIGXMSRW[MXLTIVGIRXGIVXEMRX];IPP[IORS[EKVIEXHIEPERHIZIR[MXLXLEX
XLIVIMWWXMPPYRGIVXEMRX]&YXXLIXVIRHPMRIMWZIV]GPIEV©;IRIZIVLEZITIVGIRX
GIVXEMRX];IRIZIVLEZIMX-J]SY[EMXYRXMP]SYLEZITIVGIRXGIVXEMRX]WSQIXLMRK
FEHMWKSMRKXSLETTIRSRXLIFEXXPI½IPH8LEX´WWSQIXLMRK[IORS[=SYLEZIXSEGX
[MXLMRGSQTPIXIMRJSVQEXMSR=SYLEZIXSEGXFEWIHSRXLIXVIRHPMRI=SYLEZIXSEGXSR
]SYVMRXYMXMSRWSQIXMQIW8LIWMXYEXMSRJSVQYGLSJXLI'SPH;EV[EWWXEFPI%RHXLI
GLEPPIRKI[EWXSOIITMXWXEFPIXSWXSTXLIGEXEWXVSTLMGIZIRXJVSQLETTIRMRK;IWTIRX
FMPPMSRWSRXLEXWXVEXIK]'PMQEXIGLERKIMWXLII\EGXSTTSWMXI;ILEZIEGEXEWXVSTLMG
IZIRXXLEXETTIEVWXSFIMRIZMXEFPI%RHXLIGLEPPIRKIMWXSWXEFMPM^IXLMRKW¯XSWXEFMPM^I
GEVFSRMRXLIEXQSWTLIVI&EGOXLIRXLIGLEPPIRKI[EWXSWXSTETEVXMGYPEVEGXMSR2S[
XLIGLEPPIRKIMWXSMRWTMVIETEVXMGYPEVEGXMSR;ILEZIXSEGXMJ[I´VIXSEZSMHXLI[SVWX
IJJIGXW²
:MGI%HQMVEP6MGLEVH,8VYP]972 6IX ¯*SVQIV2%7%%HQMRMWXVEXSV7LYXXPI%WXVSREYX
ERHXLI½VWX'SQQERHIVSJXLI2EZEP7TEGI'SQQERH¯7IGYVMX]%RH'PMQEXIGRESVK
±3RISJXLIXLMRKWXLEXWXVYGOQISRQ]½VWXHE]MRWTEGIMWXLEXXLIVIMW
RSFPYIWO]-X´WWSQIXLMRKXLEXIZIV]LYQERPMZIW[MXLSR)EVXLFYX[LIR
]SY´VIMRWTEGI]SYHSR´XWIIMX-XPSSOWPMOIXLIVI´WRSXLMRKFIX[IIR]SY
ERHXLIWYVJEGISJXLIIEVXL%RHSYXFI]SRHXLEXMXPSSOWPMOIQMHRMKLX
[MXLSRP]HIITFPEGOERHWXEVW©&YX[LIR]SYPSSOEXXLIIEVXL´WLSVM^SR
]SYWIIERMRGVIHMFP]FIEYXMJYPFYXZIV]ZIV]XLMRPMRI=SYGERWIIEXMR]
VEMRFS[SJGSPSV8LEXXLMRPMRIMWSYVEXQSWTLIVI%RHXLIVIEPJVEKMPMX]SJ
SYVEXQSWTLIVIMWXLEXXLIVI´WWSPMXXPISJMX²
7IREXSV0MRHWI]+VELEQ 67' ¯%HHVIWWMRKXLI977IREXISR'PMQEXIERH)RIVK]
0IKMWPEXMSR.ERYEV]
±%[SVHSJGEYXMSRERH[EVRMRK(SMRKRSXLMRKMRQ]ZMI[HSIWTYXXLITPERIXEXVMWO
(SMRKRSXLMRKGSRXMRYIWERMVVIWTSRWMFPITVEGXMGISJWIRHMRKFMPPMSRHSPPEVWE]IEV
SZIVWIIWXSFY]SMPJVSQTISTPI[LSHSR´XPMOIYWZIV]QYGL(SMRKRSXLMRKEPPS[W
'LMREXSS[R[LEX-XLMRO[MPPFIXLIQSWXI\GMXMRKIGSRSQMGSTTSVXYRMX]SJXLIWX
GIRXYV]XLIKVIIRIGSRSQ]%W[IXEPOERHEW[IEVKYIERHEW[IXV]XS½RHZSXIWMR
%QIVMGE'LMREMWHSMRK²
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In the event you cannot pivot the global warming conversation, here are a few responses to
common challenges to climate science.

',%00)2+) — The current warming is just a natural cycle.
6)74327) — The global climate does experience some natural cycles and variations.
But, climate scientists have rigorously examined this issue and determined that natural
causes such as solar variability, volcanic activity, and the urban heat island affect are not the
cause of today’s warming.

',%00)2+) — Recent winters have been exceptionally cold and snowy which shows
that average U.S. temperatures are going down, not up.
6)74327) — Recent winters have been exceptionally cold in some places and
exceptionally warm in others. Scientists look at the role of carbon and other greenhouse
gases in climate by looking at variations over large areas and long periods of time.

',%00)2+)°%RRYEPQIERXIQTIVEXYVIWMRXLI97LEZI¾YGXYEXIHJSVHIGEHIWERH
the primary cause is changing solar activity levels and ocean temperatures, not CO2.
6)74327) °8LIQIERXIQTIVEXYVISZIVXLI97SVER]SXLIVVIKMSRHSIW¾YGXYEXI
from year to year. Nevertheless, the average temperature over all major regions and
oceans, including the U.S., has warmed too much over the past century to attribute to
purely random changes.

',%00)2+) — Global warming is a hoax created by environmental extremists/
liberals/those who want to control others (or regulate industry, create big government,
undermine economic growth, redistribute wealth, etc.)
6)74327) °8LI*SYVXL%WWIWWQIRX6ITSVXF]XLI-RXIVKSZIVRQIRXEP4ERIPSR
Climate Change was produced by more than 600 authors from 47 countries, and
reviewed by more than 600 experts and governments. In addition, every major
MRXIVREXMSREPWGMIRXM½GMRWXMXYXMSRHIEPMRK[MXLGPMQEXISGIERERHSVEXQSWTLIVIEKVIIW
that the climate is warming rapidly beyond natural variability and the primary cause is
human-induced carbon emission. The different social cultures and political systems these
organizations operate within make it hard to see how they would all be environmental
extremists.
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